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FIRST REGION CHAPTER OF THE YEAR — The Murray Area Vocational Education Center DECA Chapter was
named "Chapter of the Year" at the Region I conference held at Murray State Monday. Members of the chapter are,
left to right, top row, Sonia Hendon, Teresa Cayitt, March Hays, Mary Bonner, Richela Towery, Tonia McC_allon, Ran-
dy McMillen and Tim Hutson. Bottom row, Sharon Buchanan, Debbie Cherry, Benita Smith, Diane Choate, Jennie
Burkeen, Cindy Rudolph, Gale Ahart, Donna Tabers, Debbie McClure. In front is Diana Sliger.
Calloway's drive for Boy Scout
Sustaining Enrollment began with a
breakfast at the Holiday Inn in Murray.
Dr. David Roos and Dr. Howard
Keller, co-chairman for the 1976 fund
drive presided at the breakfast. Dr.
Roos is minister of the First Christian
Church which sponsors Scout Troop 77
of which 0. B. Boone is scoutmaster.
Dr. Kellar,leretswienguage professor
at Murray State, has served as
chairman for the University's Scout
drive for the past three years.
The opening ceremony for the break-
fast was conducted by Scouts from
Troop 45 which is sponsored by the
First Methodist Church here. Bob Bear,
Jr., former scout member of Troop 45,
is now its Scoutmaster. Scouts at-
tending were: Eagle Scout Todd
Harrison, Star Scout Tim Robertson,
Star Scout Greg Morton, and Ten-
derfoot Scout Tim Summerville.
Dr. Roos announced a goal of $7,500 is
expected to be reached by February
24th. Rev. Roos explained that the
Scouting Dollars serve by providing a
field staff of two full time men, working
with 800 volunteers, to bring a year-
round program to some 2,000 boys. The
dollars also provide a council service
center which is the nerve center of "our
Scouting organization," handling
mailings, calls, records, badges and
support material. Two women em-
ployees provide office and ad-
ministrative support.
Ed Chrisman, current vice-president
of the Four Rivers Council, told the
fund drive workers that it was the hope
of the council to do major repairs at the
Kentucky Lake Scout reservation
before camp time with the help of the
money raised.
Ed Shiners, advance drive chairman,
reported to the group that his team has
already raised some 22,446 by this
morning's breakfast.
Bob Hopkins anclDr. James Byrn 
are
heading up the scout family portion of
the drive. In addition to rep
resentatives
from each Scout troop and pack 
were
Cubmasters Ron Mitchell and Dr. Dan
Harrison of Pack 37 and 78.
Council Scout Executive Parvin
Bishop announced that the greatest
Increase in Calloway's history occurred
this past year. District Executive, G.
W. Hayden announced that "any boy in
the county, no matter where he hvps
now may loin scouting since a unit lair
every school."
Dr. Ray Mofield, Murray State
University Professor. is heading the
University's portion of the drive with
the help of individuals in each depar-
tment.
Rev. Roos expressed his belief that
Calloway County would reach its goal in
the current drive. He encouraged those
present to work their cards in the next
few days to a week in order to rapidly
conclude the drive.
In closing Max Hurt gave an in-
spirational challenge to the workers
and charged them to work en-
thusiastically as there was never a time
in our nation's history that Scout
traning was needed more than today."
He went on to say that we must "have
faith in the youth of our town and
county as they are tomorrow's
leaders." Giving example of this he
mentioned Dr. Bill Parker, Four Rivers
CouncilPreakient. and Eagle Scout
from Murray, who is the son of the late
Burman Parker and Mrs. Parker.
Some seventy-plus workers attended
the breakfast under leadership of the
following team captains: Boots Jeffrey,
Fred Schiltz, Forrest Priddy, Vernon
Gantt, Jack Bryan, Ed Strohecker,
Stuart Poston, Henry Holton, Jerry
Key, Roy Kirk, Ted Vaughn, James
Harmon, Buel Stalls Sr., Chuck Wynn,




Expenditures by the Veterans
Administration for Calloway County
during fiscal year 1975 totaled
$1,702,230, according to Kenneth E.
McDonald, regional onice director of
the VA in Louisville.
The largest amounts of the ex-
penditures were made directly to the
veterans in the area for compensation,
pension and educational benefits.
Throughout the Commonwealth, the
VA spent $264,539,070 during the fiscal
year ended June 30 of 1975. Of this
amount $141,332,469 was paid to
veterans for service-connected com-
pensation or nonservice-connected
pension benefits. Education costs for
veterans in school or training totaled
$58,822,209. Over $9.4 million was paid
in the form of insurance and in-
demnities.
Direct loans for the purchase of
homes in areas where local financing
was not available totaled $2,976,436
Construction costs for the projects at
the state's two VA hospitals amounted
to ;191,636. To operate the two hospitals
and the Louisville regional office the
VA spent 651,815,526.
In Calloway County, veterans
received $1,134,900 in pension and
compensation payments; educational
benefits totaled $472,342, and insurance
and indemnity costs amounted to
175,488.
The VA spent 621,540,647 in operation
costs for the Lexington VA hospital, and
$30,274,879 for the Louisville hospital
and regional office.
In this county direct home loans
accounted for $20,500 of the county's
total expenditure.
OPENING CEREMONY—These four Boy Scouts performed the opening ceremony at the kickoff for the Calloway
County Boy Scout Fund Drive this morning. Left to right are Tim Summerville, Tim Robertson, Todd Harrison and
Greg Morton. At right is district scout executive, G. W. Hayden.
The Murray Area Vocational
Education Center DECA ampler was_
named Chapter of the Year and
received 32 awards at the Regional I
DECA Conference held on the campus
of Murray State University Monday.
Sixteen area chapters participated in
31 events with the Murray chapter
winning first, SSCOricl or third place in 23
of the events.
In addition, two of the seven regional
officers elected were from the Murray
.Chapter. They were Teresa Cavitt,
daughter of Mrs. Marie Cavitt,
historian; and Diana Sliger, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Hulon Sliger,
parliamentarian.
Winners of first place awards were:
Donna Tabors, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Tabors, Sr., girl student of
the year and merchandise Information;
Sharon Buchanan, daughter of Mr.




John Bid Walker, manager of the
Western Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative in Mayfield, will be the
chief speaker and resource speaker
Monday, February 23, at the quarterly
meeting of the Purchase-Pennyrile
District Agency meeting.
The session at Ken-Bar Inn In
Gilbertsville will open at 9:00 with
Gilbert Sears of the Extension Service,
Paducah, showing some films and
slides on the general topic of con-
servation of energy. Mr. Walker will
speak at 10:00.
The group will have lunch about
1110. A short business meeting for
members will be held about 1:00 ac-
.,cording to President Ray Mofield.
Walker, a native of Marshall County,
received his education at Hardin High
School and Murray State University.
He has been the electric cooperative
which serves six counties from
Mayfield, since the early 1950's.
WKRECC serves the counties of
Calloway, Graves, Marshall, Carlisle,
and Hickman.
Cloudy And Mild
Cloudy and mild with chance of
showers and isolated thundershowers
tonight, low in the mid 30s to low 40s.
Decreasing cloudiness and cooler with
showers ending Wednesday, high in the
mid 40s to low 50s. Thursday partly
15' Pe( Copy
lettering and studies in marketing-
specialty store;
Debbie- Cherry, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Cherry, studies in
marketing-food industry;
Mary Bonner, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Max Bonner, studies in
marketing-variety store met-
Randy McMillen, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill McMillen, studies in marketing-
service industry;
Chuck Higginbotham, son of Mrs.
Dorothy Higginbotham, studies in
marketing-department store mer-
chandng;
Teresa Cavitt, daughter of Marie
Cavitt, studies in marketing-home
furnishings industry;
Ftichela Towery, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Towery, area of
distribution manual;
Debbie McClure, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Boyd McClure and Ionia Mc-
Callon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard K. McCalion, co-chairpersons,
creative marketing;
Janet Smith, daughter of Mrs.
Elizabeth Smith, store layout;
Marc Hayes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Hays, sales demonstration;




The Heart Fund Drive for the
businesses in the community will be
conducted during this month by local
volunteers, according to Mrs. Carl
Harrison, Murray chairman, and Mrs.
Hubert R. Barrow, Hazel chairman.
Mrs. Harrison said volunteers in-
cluding members of the Murray
Woman's Club will be calling on local
businesses during this month for
solicitations for the Heart Fund Drive.
The local chairman, Mrs. Harrison
and Mrs. Barrow, said there are over a
million reasons to give the Heart Fund
as more than a million Americans will
die from some form of heart or blood
vessel disease this year. In Murray and
Calloway County 157 persons died from
this cause during 1975, according to
local records.
The dollars you contribute to the
Heart Fund work best for you and your
loved ones" is a slogan to keep in mind
when the Heart volunteer calls on you,
said the local chairmen.
Two Sections-18 Pages
William G. Hutson, studies in
marketing-automotive and petroleum
Industry.
Second piece awards were won by:
Troia McCallca, job interview, Chuck
Higginbotham, boy student of the year;
Gale Ahart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Ahart, studies in marketing-
jewelry store merchandising; Sonia
Hendee, daugher of Mr. and Mrs.
Dorsey Hendon, food marketing event;
Mary Bomar, DECA quiz; and Cindy
Rudolph, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Rudolph, public speaking
Diana Sliger, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Mon Sliger, placed third in the
DECA Sweetheart competition.
Co-chairpersons of the chapter of the
year competition ware Diane Choate,
daughter of Mrs. Dora Mae Mote and
Clifford Choate, and Jamie Burkeen,





LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — The
Kentucky State Dairy Princess for 1976
is Sheila Greenwade, an Eastern
Kentucky University freshman.
Miss Greenwade, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jerald C. Greenwade of Mt.
Sterling, was crowned Monday
evening.
The alternate winner was Faye
London, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
London, Cave City, who is a Western
Kentucky University freshman.
Vivian Smith of Fleasureville,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Smith and a junior at Murray State
University, won the speech award.
Alene Paschall, a Murray State
freshman and the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Carves Paschall of Hazel, won the












Deaths & Funerals 10
Campus Lights Scheduled At
MSU Thursday Through Saturday
"Campus Lights," a longtime
tradition at Murray State University,
will be flavored with a bit of the
Bicentennial spirit as the curtain goes
up on the 39th annual production
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
evenings.
Each performance will begin at 8:15
in Lovett Auditorium.
John Goode of Cadiz, director of the
student-produced show, said the script-
writing committee was fully conscious
of 1976 as the Bicentennial year in its
preparation of what he described as
"basically a Broadway-type musical
:,comedy."
, A company of about 150 students
Involved in the show this year Includes
cast, singing chorus, dancing chorus,
stage band, and the Murray Men and
the Murray Girls quartets.
"Along with the comedy element,
which is suitable for the entire family,
but not slapstick," Goode explained,
"the production has a serious plot. And,
as always, the music is shaping up as
outstanding. It will include a variety
ranging from bluegrass to jazz and
from Broadway to rock."
One of the oldest and best-known
campus musical productions in the
country, "Campus Lights" is written,
performed, and directed entirely by
students. I.ocal chapters of two
professional music fraternities—Sigma
Alpha Iota for women and Phi M Alpha
adonis for men—are the sponsors.
Proceeds each year since about 1952
have gone into a fund to finance
scholarships for incoming freshman
1011mic *Went& About $2,500 in
idliginkips was awarded last spring
from the IWS production of "Campus
Lights."
Scholarship recipients often become
involved productions, according to
littehard W. Farrell, faculty adviser and
Chairmen of the Department of Music,
making "Campus Lights," in effect,
self-perpetuating.
Besides supporting the scholarship
program, Farrell said the show also
serves as a kind of homecoming event
each year for "old grads" and as an
opportunity to expose many high school
students from throughout the region to
Murray State and its offerings
Begun in 1938, "Campus Lights" went
through some lean years early in its
history, especially during World War
II. When war disrupted life in the
United States, the male population on
the campus dwindled drastically, and
women took over the production. For
two or three years during the peak of
wartime, it became known as 'Campus
Dimouts."
With the influx of men returning to
college from the service in 1945,
"Campus Lights" began to undergo a
rejuvenation. Since that postwar
renewal, the show has continued to
grow in popularity and in purpose.
All seats are reserved for each
performance. Tickets are $2.50 each
and may be purchased in advance in
the lobby of the Waterfield Student
Union Building or at the door beginning
at 7:30 p.m. prior to each performance.
Pi THE SPOTUGHT—Bob Grisham, a sophomore from and Ran-
dy Wilson, a sophomore from Paducah, are caught by the spotlight during
a rehearsal at Murray State University for the 311th monad "Campus tights"
production Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evenings in Lovett Auditorium
on the campus. They are cast members in the student-groduced musical
comedy which has been *Altar to IR into the licesitertstial spirit this year.
Curtain time for each performance is 1k15 pm.
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Coffee Cup
Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
for Home Economics
: SAVE ENERGY ON HOME
LIGHTING Why don't
you—Turn off unnecessary
lights.. indoors and out.
—Reduce lighting levels to
minimum for task to be
performed. —Use bulbs with
lower wattage in halls,
4 tairways, and other areas of
general illumination. —Use
Oght colors in decorating to
tmprove lighting efficiency.
.:7,--Do tasks which require a
high light level daring the.
daylight hours when possible.
—Keep lighting fixtures clean.
-: —Use fluorescent lighting for
17—itaxiinurn light from elec.=
. trical energy use. —Use
• timers to turn lights on in the
. evening rather than leaving
lights on all day when no one is




t. made curtains for an Early
t American room, buy muslin
!:: curtains and add the finishing
; touches yourself. Ruffled
:: curtains look good with braid
or fringe added in one of the
colors in your room. Straight
panels take on a new look
: when a two-inch band of fabric
. the color of the carpet is added
7 at the top edge of the bottom
2 hem. You can pipe the edes of
:this band with another color
from the room. To be really...
• Early American try a blue
.1, band with red piping on un-
bleached muslin curtains. Bex
I sure they match your room





Every parent's goal is to
, raise happy children but also
.,"?.to raise them in a safe en-
-.Virotunent. It is our obligation
.,,as parents to guard our
• Children's safety. This is done
. 'constructively when we are
helping them to learn and
grow while we are protecting
them. Children of all ages
. need experience and we must
not stifle this by our protec-
t! tion. A child's natural
'..• curiosity—his will to tear-
n—can be dulled by parents
who voice their fears in-
-,. cessantly. "Don't climb
1-: — you'll fall" "Don't run",
1.r.. "Don't go near the water."
-7. Constant threats such as these
. can make your child afraid of
.. every new situation. Others
will cease to listen and
therefore, may have trouble
-.. learning to recognize real
• danger. Either way we will not
, be raising and enjoying the
- safe and happy children all
.., parents dream of. Practice
:-. :safety but keep in mind a
:: ,child's need to grow and ex-




The Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will meet
k tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30 p.
m. in the home economics
't department of Murray State
.; University.
All members are urged to
attend, a spokesman for the
. Murray group said.




Miss Karen Gay Hendon Married
To Richard Allen Strode In
Ceremony At The Woman's Club
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Allen Strode
The wedding of Miss Karen
Gay Hendon and Richard
Allen Strode was solemnized
in a winter wedding at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Hendon and
the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Rowland and Mrs.
H. L. Hendon of Murray. Mr.
and Mrs. J. R. Strode are the
groom's parents and his
grandmother is Mrs. W. J.
Foster Sr., all of Owensboro.
Brother John Dale per-
formed the double ring
ceremony in front of the stone
fireplace at four o'clock in the
afternoon before a large group
of family and friends. The
wedding party was assembled
before a brass candelabra
arch, flanked by tiered can-
delabra trees which were
entwined with greenery.
White satin bows marked the
family sections.
The bride was escorted by
her father and given in
marriage by her parents. As
she entered she presented a
white rose to her mother, and
after the ceremony she and
the groom gave his mother a
white rose.
Bride's Dress
The bride was lovely in a
gown of candlelight chiffon
over bridal taffeta, designed
with a sheer yoke effect and
sheer sleeves. The fitted
bodice featured a tiny self-
ruffle at the throat which was
repeated on the sleeves and
was adorned with em-
broidered applique lace
studded with seed pearls. The
applique motifs extended the
length of the gown down the
front and were scattered over
the soft A-line skirt which fell
into a chapel length train.
A full-length veil of illusion
was attached to a simple band
headpiece of satin and lace
TONITE IS
studded with pearls and
jewels. The bridal bouquet
was of gardenias and baby's
breath with white satin
streamers.
The bride wore the
traditional blue satin garter,
her maternal grandmother's
ruby ring and pearl earrings
belonging to Mrs. Johnny
McCage, close family friend,





ceremony and also ac-
companied the soloist, Mrs.
Mike Elliot, sister of the
groom, who sang "More",
"Love is a Many Splendored
Thing" and at the conclusion




Matron of honor was Mrs.
Kenneth Mott, sister of the
aide. Bridesmaids were Miss
Jeannie Jeffrey and Miss
Debra Cunningham, close
friends of the bride. They were
identically dressed in floor
length gowns of ice blue with a
touch of silver jewelry ac-
centing the v necklines and the
wrists. They carried single
white roses with baby's breath
and white satin ribbon.
Flower girls were Miss Kim
Vance and Miss Christy Elliot,
niece of the groom. They wore
blue dotted swiss floor length
dresses under white eyelet
pinafore aprons and carried
white wicker baskets of rose
petals.
Attending his brother as
best man was Bill Strode.
Groomsmen were Mike Elliot,
the groom's brother-in-law,
and Joe Foster, his cousin.
Ushers were Bobby Parker,
Craig Manley, and Jimmy
Yeiser, all fraternity brothers
of the groom. Master Timmy
Schlosser was ring bearer and
carried a white satin and lace
pillow with blue ribbon trim.
Men of the wedding party
were all dressed in navy
tuxedoes with pale blue shirts.
The mother of the bride
wore a rose floor length dress
with silver trim at the
neckline and waist. Mrs.
Strode chose a long green
gown with gold accent trim.
Mothers and grandmothers of




ceremony a reception was
held for the wedding guests at
the club house.
The reception tables were
covered with lace cloths and
decorated with the bride's
bouquet and nine branched
candelabra. A three-tiered
wedding cake was decorated
with a bride and groom
statuette and flowers in the
bride's chosen colors of blue
and white.
Punch, nuts and mints were
also served to the guests by
the hostesses, Mrs. N. L
Rowland, aunt of the bride,
Mrs. Brad Hough, the bride's
cousin, Mrs. Joe T. Outland,
and Miss Leah Workman.
Mrs. Ken Barber directed the
reception.
Miss Valerie Hendon, the
bride's sister, kept the guest
register and the rice bags
were distributed -by Miss
Mechelle Petty, Miss Stacey
Barber and Miss Julia Elliot.
Michael Rowland, uncle of the
bride entertained the guests at
the piano during the reception
After a wedding trip to
Southern Florida, Mr. and
Mrs. Strode are residing at
Lynn Grove while they con-
tinue their studies at Murray
State University.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Strode
were hosts for a rehearsal
dinner at the Red Room of the
Holiday Inn. Members of the
wedding party and out of town
guests were invited to the
buffet style dinner.
The tables were decorated
with silver slipper containers
filled with arrangements of
blue and white carnations and
at each place setting was a
tiny silver slipper and place
card. Covers were laid for 30
guests.
Prenuptial Events
Prenutpial events held in
honor of the bride included the
following:
Tea shower held at the home
of Mrs. Arlo Sprunger. South
15th Street, with Mesdames
Johnny McCage, Joe T.
Outland, Robert L. Shelby,
George Petty, Jr., Arlo
Sprunger, Sr., and Scott
Schlosser as hostesses.
Bridal Shower held at
Methodist Church in Stanley
with Mrs. Kathleen Briggs,
Mrs. Anna Lee Stevenson, and
Mrs. Sybil Kelly as hostesses.
Dinner party given by Mr.
and Mrs. B. J. Foster, aunt
and uncle of the groom, and
their daughter, Clay, and son,
Joe, at their home on Owen-
sboro Route Seven.
Mrs. Edith Heise en-
tertained members of Chapter
M of P.E.O. in her home on
Johnson Boulevard on Friday
evening, February 6. This
meeting was originally
scheduled for February 2 but
was cancelled because of snow
and street conditions.
All officers of the chapter
were present with Mrs.
Maurice Christopher,
president, presiding in the
business meeting. The
devotion was given by Mrs.
Paul Strum, chaplain.
Amendments to the local by-
laws were read by Mrs. Olga
Freeman, recording secretary
and chairman of the bylaws
committee. The changes were
accepted as presented.
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette and
Mrs. Sturm announced the
1976-77 program was with the
printers and would soon be
available.
The annual chapter
president's letter to the state
president of P.E.O. was read
and accepted gratefully by
members present. This
represented a summary of the
past year's accomplishments.




Mr. and Mrs. Hal Charlton of Puryear, Tenn., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Nikki Velina, to Kenneth Ronald Goode, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth W. Goode of Murray.
Miss Charlton is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. C.
Charlton of Hazel and Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Key of Paris, Term.
She graduated from Henry County High School in 1972 and at-
tended Northwest Mississippi Junior College and later tran-
sferred to Murray State University for one year. She has been
employed by the Dade County Schools in Miami, Fla.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Garnett Eust and
the late Alex Goode of Hopkinsville and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Mchityre of Allegre. He attended Murray State
University from 1969 to 1973 and is now employed by Club Cor-
poration of America presently located at Snee Farm Country
Club in Mt. Pleasant, S. C.
A family wedding will take place on Sunday, February 22, in
Paris, Tenn.
This is the third in a series of
articles on dental health
published in cooperation with
the Southwest Dental Society
in observance of National
Children's Dental Health
Week.
According to our dentist, my
daughter lost a baby tooth
early so that the permanent
tooth is not ready to appear.
Can't I just wait until the
second tooth comes in?
The primary teeth should be
given the best of care because
they assist in the chewing of
food, contribute to facial
development and expression,
preserve space for the in-
coming permanent teeth, and
serve as part of the child's
speech apparatus until the
permanent teeth erupt. A
child usually keeps the last of
his primary teeth until he is 11
or 12 years old.
As your child approaches
the age of six, her jaws grow
and provide room for the
prepared and served by
assistant hostesses Mesdames
A. C. LaFollette, Paul Sturtn,
Larry Doyle, Donald Bur-
chfield, and Lawrence
Philpot.
During this informal period
members were privileged to
view some of the artistic
accomplishments of Mrs.
Heise. She has become widely
known for her work with
character creations and other
related talents. Her ceramic
"Spirit of '76," com-
memorating Inc birthdays ot
Kentucky and the United
States, has been displayed
state wide. Also, Mrs. Heise,'s
line of unique dried apple face
dolls has been in gift shops of
the Kentucky state parks for
some time.
Mrs. Heise, mother of three
sorts, is an active member of
St. John's Episcopal Church.
She has been a Murray
resident for almost 14 years
and lean active membef of the
Murray Woman'ir Club.
permanent teeth. The roots of
her primary teeth slowly
dissolve in a process called
resorption, while the per-
manent teeth develop in
preparation for their eruption.
When a permanent tooth is
fully formed and ready to
erupt, the primary tooth that
it will replace should simply
loosen and come out of the jaw
by itself.
A healthy tooth serves as a
natural space maintainer.
When a primary tooth is lost
prematurely, the space tends
to close unless a space
maintainer is inserted.
Also, premature loss of
primary teeth may cause the
permanent teeth to erupt out
of their proper position or
become impacted and fail to
erupt at all.
In some instances, the
dentist may want to observe
the space regularly to
determine whether a space












By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a 30-year-old man who's in love with
a beautiful, 28-year-old divorcee. I want to marry her, but
she keeps wanting more time to think it over. —
In the meantime, she's seeing another man, and I'm
afraid he has the edge on me. You see, he's part Kickapoo
Indian, and I hear Indians are superior to the white man
when it comes to lovemaking: Closely guarded tribal secrets
on how to satisfy a woman are passed down from father to
son. If there is any truth to that, I'm willing to pay
whatever is necessary to find out.
Let me say that I was married for four years, and I never
had any complaints from my wife, but if Indians are better
loverb than white men, I would like to find out why.
Maybe your readers can help. Thank you.
ED IN EAST ILLINOIS
DEAR ED: I can offer two suggestions: Try The Bureau
of Indian Affairs or the American Indian Movement.
DEAR ABBY: With reference to that ding-a-ling who is
seriously considering suing his parents for $100,000 for
having had him circumcised as an infant —a "barbaric
surgery, an assault on his person, which permanently
maimed and disfigured him." In my opinion, he was
circumcised at the wrong end.
YIDDISH MAMA: SILVER SPRINGS, MD
DEAR ABBY: I am a 50-year-old nurse who has been
widowed for 15 years.
In the line of duty, I took care of a very attractive
well-to-do widower, age 59. When he left the hospital, he
asked if he could see me again so we could get better
acquainted. I agreed.
It took him nearly six months to call me, after which we
started dating. I was on cloud eight! We've been going out
for over a year now, and he proposed marriage.
My problem is that he admits that he is still seeing
several other women and says that until he has a definite
answer from me he will continue to date others.
Abby, this has turned me off, on him and made me
skeptical of his so-called marriage proposal. I am toeing my
respect for him. If a man thinks enough of a woman to want
to marry her, why would he want to date other women?
How can I say yes tonight when I know he had another
woman in his arms last night?
FRUSTRATED AT 50
DEAR FRUSTRATED: My guess is that he is trying to
maneuver you into an early decision. If you want to marry
him, say yes. And until you do, he's • free agent.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr..
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose • long.
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Group IV, First Christian
Church CWF, will meet at 7:30
p.m. with Mrs. Joe Cartwright
as hostess and Mrs. Robert
Puttoff as program leader.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
dub holm.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Inunantiel Lutheran
Church at seven p.m.
Betty Sledd Mission Group
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet with June Cottrell at
7:30 p.m.
Murray Branch of the
AAUW will meet at 7:30 p. m.




Associates will meet at seven
p.m. in the University Church
of Christ Annex. All ladies are
welcome to attend.
Murray Branch of NAACP
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Community Center. All
members are asked to be
present.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
Valentine Sweethart banquet
at the club house at 6:30 p.m,
Murray Area Council of
International Reading
Association has rescheduled




Arts and Crafts Club will
meet with Mrs. Neva Waters,
102 South 14th Street, at 2:30
p.m. '
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m. All
interested persons are invited.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Pottertown
at Holiday Inn at ten a.m.;
Pacers with Ruth Tunic*, 110'
Williams, at 9:30 a.m.; South
Pleasant Grove with Mrs.
Raymond Story, New Concord
with Miss Maud Nance, and
Harris Grove with Mrs. Albert
Gardner, all at one p.m.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at the Holiday Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Potluck luncheon will be
held at the Murray Country
Club at noon with Mrs. A.H.
Titsworth as chairman.
Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m.
with Mrs. Graves Morris and
Mrs. Ronnie Hutson as
hostesses.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p. m.
Community Center on North
Second Street will open at one
p.m. for senior citizens. Mrs.
Flood, hospital dietitain, will
speak. For transportation call
753-0929 by 11:30 a.m.
Wesleyan Circle of First
United Methodist Church will
meet with Mrs. Maurice
Humphrey, Hazel Road, at
6:30 p.m.
Ruth Wilson Circle of First
United Methodist Church will
meet with Mrs. J. B. Wilson,
305 North 6th, at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, February 11
Red Cross Volunteers will
meet at two p.m. in the con-
ference room of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. All
volunteers and persons in-
terested in the program are
urged to attend.
Outdoor film, "Exploring
Big Bend," will be shown at
the University School
auditorium at seven p.m.
Admission free and public
Invited.
Women of Oaks Country
Club will start their first
bridge tournament. Call
Jennifer Crouse, phone 753-
4605.
Bowling for senior citizens




will meet at the home of Irene
Mitchuson at 9:30 a.m.
National Organization for
Women (NOW) will meet at
the United Campus Ministry
at 7;30 p.m.
East Elementary Cub Scout
Pack meeting will be at 7:30
p.m. at East School.
Phebian Sunday School
Class, Mrs. Theron Riley,
teacher, will meet at the home
of Mrs. Karl Hussung, 900
Meadowlane, at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Grove 6126 WOW will meet
at six p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Council No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic
Hall.
Ellis Center will open for
Senior Citizens at ten a.m.
with a Juggling act by a MSC
student at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
noon, and table games at
one p.m.
Senior Citizens will have a
work day at the Green House
at 1:30 p.m. Everyone with
plants at the green house is
requested to come to help and
call 753-0929 by 11:30 a.m. for
transportation.
Black Ai.predation Night
will be at University School
auditorium v ith special films
being showr starting at six
p.m. Admission is fifty cents
for one or both.
Campus Lights will be
presented at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at eight
p.m.
Friday, February 13
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Baptist Women of Elm
Grove Church will have a
potluck dinner at six p.m. at
the church. Members of
Poplar Spring Church and
husbands are invited as
special guests.
Homecoming will be at
Calloway County High School
with a dance to follow the




The philosophy of dentists today is to wake you
wort border at keeping gam and leads beskIty so that
Mere is Ina work to do what you cense to his for your
check-up. Today, your dentist takes the time to talk to
you shout how hest to take core of your asouth, with
brushing, flawing. ammaghte and rinsing.
We may • greet min, dental heal* protaseet in sew
pharmacy that cat help to pet into practice Wirt your
dentist is asking you to do, And, our personnel are
trained to answer your question% seam any of these
products.
The Clink Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week










Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Esco Gunter,
Farmer Avenue.
Shopping for senior citizens
to Roses, Kroger and down-
town will be at 9:30 a.m. and to
Big K, Parker's Grocery and
downtown at 12:30 p.m. For
morning shopping call by nine
a.m. and for afternoon by
11:30 a.m.
Campus Lights will be
presented at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at eight
p.m.
Saturday, February 14
Campus Lights will be
presented at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at eight
p.m.
"Young at Hearts Dinner"
for members, 70 or older, will
be by the Young Adults Class
of Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ at six p.m. in the








1.xiok in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 TA
Some situations will be
readily mastered, others not so
yielding. Take all in stride,
however. And DO avoid haste,
aggravation and inner turmoil.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tj€,
Avoid fatigue. It could dim
your vision, blind you to op-
portunities, of which there are
many now. ALSO, avoid ex-
tremes and exaggeration.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21> 11110-
Bring deals to their profitable
conclusions when you are sure
the moment is right Yeu are a
productive thinker, can put
imagination into things. DO!
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 410k1
Don't be impatient. If
barriers, even seemingly in-
surmountable, seem to obstruct
your progress, be content to
wait until they are removed.
They WILL be'
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 1124.4
LEO
Don't look askance at those
who disagree with you or ex-
press "way out" ideas. On
consideration, you may find
that they contain gems of
wisdom. Overall, a promising
day.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept n)IPtii
Your stars now stimulate
your incentive, ambitions and
self-confidence and, with these,
you can rack up a line total of
credits. Do make the most of
fine influences.
LIBRA na,(Sept 24 to Oct 23)
If there is a fragile conception
of values this day, then your
picture is NOT in focus. You
should be scaling the heights of
inspired thinking.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. n,
Why not step forward in more
venturesome manner if you
have all needed facts, and your
intuition tells you that NOW is
.the time
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You are due for a unique
surprise now, or soon, unless
you work at odds with congenial
influences. Wrap up duties
without delay.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vi4
Do the things that make you
feel that life is worth living. In
this way, you can relieve the
tensions of the past, become
more fit to handle the busy days
ahead.
AQUARIUS 41114(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A fine day for artistic,
literary and social interests. In
all things, capitalize on your
finesse and general know-how,
i 
1P1SCES
Feb. 20 to Mar 20) X
A number of small matters,
well handled, can add up to a
winning day. Begin early to
determine just where yew wlis
to go. and HOW!
YOUR BORN TODAY are
quick to recognize advantages
and how to attain through
proper channels. You are
ambitious and will work hard to
reach the lofty goals you set for
yourself You are an enthusiast,
always willing to try anything
new If it interests you but,
became of this, sr* staleflmili
Went to scatter energies; could
become a proficient ninelietan.
artist, enghieer, writer, ar-
chitect, organizer of novel
entarpriees. But you MUST
kern lo odeoulreie. MINN@
at: Tennis A. F.dison, weld-
renowned inventor.
JerooP
Prof. Dan Harrison Speaks, North PTC
The North Calloway Parent-
Teacher Club held its regular
meeting on Thursday,
February 5, at the North
Calloway Elementary School.
The president, Roy Gene
Dunn, presided.
A devotion was given before
the business meeting.
A program followed with
Professor Dan Harrison of
Murray State speaking about




beneficial to the teachers who
could implement such A
program, it was informative








why Economics in Education
is significant at all levels of
education.
Along with what is being
done state-wide, Professor
Harrison dicployed materials
and information that is
available to teachers in
Western Kentucky at MSU.
Professor Harrison is also a
member of the North
Calloway FTC.
Business included reports
given by Greta Gargus, Judy
Jones, and Toni Jones.
A Chili Supper-Variety Show
is being planned by the FTC
with Sara Alexander as
chairman. Details will be
released soon. The event will
be held in March. Donna
Starks is chairman of the food.
The FTC and the school will
again jointly sponsor the in-
tramurals in the spring.
Room count was won by the
first grade class of Mrs. Price.
The FTC meets the first
Thursday night of each Month.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Mae Williams of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Choose a 31/4-oz. tray
of foiled hearts, 3V2.
oz. solid milk choco-
late hearts, 1-lb. tie-
top bag of tiny or large
conversation hearts.
Soft colors and attractive
flowers add a feminine touch
to these valentine beauties.
Each heart contains a spe-





Contains a tasty as-
sortment of milk and
dark chocolates with a






Tots to teens will love these bears
















of milk and dark choc-
olate with centers of
the finest selected
flavors.
Cute Valentines with enve-
lopes for boys & girls, plus
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S NEW YORK AP ) — You can hardly
5 have a sustained economic recovery in
" the United States if construction,
especially housing construction,
remains weak. Few economists will
disagree with that statement.
Well, construction is relatively weak.
Industry has shown little enthusiasm
for capital spending projects, and the
housing industry, especially the
multifamily component, is operating
far below desirable levels.
Now the good news: Several cost
tfactors are developing that can only
smean good news for builders and, as a
nsequence, for the myriad other
!industries whose fortunes are depen-
!tient upon construction.
Interest rates now are well below the
extremely high levels that helped
:precipitate the construction nosedive.
;Money is plentiful. And, believe it or
- not, some materials prices are lower.
, Advance Mortgage Corporation, the
,nation's second largest mortgage
broker, reports apartment mortgage
rates have fallen to the lowest figure in
eight months and shopping center rates
to the lowest in six months.
In just one month, it states, the rate
on typical apartment house mortgages
fell one-quarter to one-half a point, the
steepest single-month decline in more
than a year.
One month ago an apartment mor-
tgage cost 10 to 10.25 per cent. At the
end of January they averaged around
9.75 per cent. A month ago a shopping
center mortgage cost 9.75 per cent. Now
it costs nearer 9.5 per cent.
This type of construction came
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
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almost to a halt because of money. It
became difficult to obtain, and when it
was available, it came at rates that
precluded a profit. The bottom line, as
they say, was red.
Not all the money problems have
been solved by any means, but with
rates dropping builders reportedly are
making plans again. The money is
available; to some extent it is already a
borrower's market.
In some areas, for example, lenders
reportedly are willing to offer a
premium rate to put their money to
work sooner. Some lenders aren't
waiting for the borrower to call; in-
stead, they're knocking on the
borrower's door.
There is more good news too. The big
life insurance companies, who were
reluctant to put money into mortgages
when they could obtain higher rates in
corporate bonds, are showing renewed
interest in construction.
Savings and loan associations, which
collectively make more home mor-
tgage loans than any other group, are
loaded with funds they must put to
work. A year and a half ago they had
little money to lend at any price.
During 1975 the S&Ls built up their
lendable funds strongly, the result of a
high consumer savings rate—at times
more than 10 per cient of after-tax
income—and a more competitive in-
terest rate situation.
As a result, the associations became
eager to lend. In fact, they loaned more
than $50 billion last year, second
highest in their history, but mainly on
existing homes. There just weren't
enough new homes built.
This Week At MSU
February 11
"Exploring Big Bend," an Audubon
wildlife film by Charles T. Hotchkiss,
will be shown at 7 p.m., in the
University School Auditorium.
Admission is free, and the public is
invited.
February 12
The Student Activities Board will
present Black Appreciation Night. The
first movie, "Claudine," will begin at 6
p.m., and "Lady Sings the Blues," will
start at 8 p.m. in the University School
Auditorium. Admission is 50 cents for
one or both movies.
February 12-14
Second annual Alben W. Barkley
Forensic Tournament, with com-
petitions in debate, interpretive events
and public speaking, is scheduled on
campus. Headquarters will be in
Ordway Hall.
February 12, 13, & 14
"Campus Lights," a student musical
production, will be presented each
evening at 8 in Lovett Auditorium. All
seats are reserved, and tickets can be
purchased in the office of the chairman
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and in the lobby of the Student Union
Building at $2.50 each.
Betsy Kaske will be the performer at
Coffee House at 8 a.m. and 9:30 p.m., in
the SUB T-Room. Admission is 50 cents
for non-MSU students.
February 13
MSU Basketball in the Sports Arena,
with the women's team vs Illinois State
at 5:30 p.m. No admission charged.
February 14
American College Test ( ACT) will be
given at 8 a.m, in room 354, Waterfield
Student Union Building.
Prepharmacy test will be given in the
testing room, Ordway Hall at 8:30 a.m.
MSU Basketball in the Sports Arena,
with the women's team vs University of
Evansville at 6 p.m. No admission
charged.
February 15
Bruce Hayden,Paducah, will present
a senior clarinet recital at 3:30 p.m., in




Turning to the worried mother after
completing his examination of her
daughter, the psychiatrist said, "'This. . .
ah . . eccentricity. . . in your daughter,
Mrs. Reynolds. I'm afraid it may be
hereditary." "I'll have you know, doctor,"
replied the woman indignantly, "that
there has never been any heredity in our
family!"
Mail delivery is so slow, it really upsets
my doctor. Every time he treats a patient,
the get-well cards show up after the
funeral. ( Orben's Current Comedy)
An opthalmoiogist in Miami Beach
asked an 89 year old patient to read from
an eye chart. "That I can see, Doc," he
explained, "fix me up so I can read the
small type in the racing form."
OBSERVATIONS
Even when you're absolutely certain of
something, let someone else speak up and
make the error.
The town clock at Twinksbury, England,
chimes forty times at 2 a. m. daily and
never at any other time. The town's
council says it is considering replacing it.
The Murray Ledger & Times
This Murray ledger S Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days, July 4, Christmas Day. New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers. Inc 103 N. Mh Si Murray
Ky 42071
Second Class Pos tog* Paul at Murray.
Ky 4207
SUBSCRIPTION RATES in erects served. •
by corrters. $2 23 per month, coyish!. in
advance by rabil in Calloway County
and to Benton, Nordin, Mayfield, Sedalia
and Farmington, Ky and Paris
buchonon and Purysear. Tenn, $15 00
per year by mail to other destinations.
$30 00 per year
Member of Associated Press. Ken
lucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association
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Garrott's Galley
Two Different Tastes From
Milk Of Human Kindness
By M. C. Garrott
Last week's snow, I know, chilled the
bones of a lot of us, but the young and
agile as well as the young-at-heart
loved it. It's a pity it couldn't have
stayed around for a day or two longer
for them to enjoy.
Coming out of the gym after the
Murray-Middle Tennessee basketball
game that night and seeing all the
students having such a great time of it
sliding down the slopes of the Cutchin
Recreational Complex brought back
memories of some of the snows we had
when I was a boy and the fun we'd have
on the frozen-over lake and the hills of
the Mayfield Country Club.
My dad used to crank up his old V-8
Ford whenever we'd get a snow like
that. A dozen or so of us would hook our
sleds onto the back bumper and spare
tire, and away we'd go. He'd tow us all
over town and have as much fun doing
it as we did back there on the sleds.
It was great fun, but they won't let us
do that say more. It's too dangerous,
they say; then let little 12 and 14-year-
olds race around bareheaded on
motorcycles. It doesn't quite make
sense, but I guess it's well and good. We
don't have the snows for it any more
any way.
++++++
The snow last week, however, wasn't
all that much fun for Winston Walker,
19, son of former First Baptist Pastor
and Mrs. Richard Walker, who are now
serving as foreign missionaries in the
Amazon Valley of Brazil. He almost lost
his car in the snowstorm.
After his parents went back to Brazil,
Winston stayed around and works most
of his time on an Ohio River towboat
based at Paducah, "The Hazel." He
had been in Murray for a few days whet
he headed for Little Rock, Ark., to visit
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Rodgers, the day of the mow.
He had reached McKenzie, Tenn.,
when he decided to turn around and
return to Murray. He had made it fine,
creeping along, until he was about eight
miles north of Paris on 641 when he lost
control of his car. It slid into a ditcl,
almost directly in front of a private
home.
Leaving the car, Winston went to the
house and knocked on the door, hoping
to get to use a telephone and call a
wrecker. A woman answered his knock,
listened to his story but wouldn't let him
in to use the telephone. Nor would she
call one for him, shutting the door in his
face.
Back to the snow-packed highway
Winston went and eventually caught a
ride into Murray.
The next day, he contacted a local
wrecker service and went down the
Paris highway to retrieve his car, but it
was gone when they reached the place
where he had left it. Back he went to the
reluctant-to-help woman's door and
asked what had happend to his car,
-Some wrecker from Paris came out
and got it," she told him through a
crack in the door. "Who called the
10 Years -Igo
The Calloway County Grand Jury in
its report to Circuit Judge Earl Osborn
recommended that immediate steps be
taken to build a new jail for Calloway
County. Thirteen indictments were
returned by the Grand Jury.
Army Pfc. Larry J. Williams par-
ticipated in Exercises, Marne Mauler,
an eleven day field training exercise,
conducted by the 3d Infantry Division in
Germany.
William L. Story of Hardin died
yesterday at the Benton Hospital.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Wood on February 7
A new Murray State basketball
scoring record was set last night by
Herb McPherson when he got 44 points
as Murray State College beat Middle
Tennessee 107 to 81.
20 Years Ago
A large crowd from the Concord Road
area met in the chambers of Judge
Waylon Raburn to confer with state
highway department officials con-
cerning traffic on New Concord High-
way since the bridge over Clarks River
was closed for construction of a two
lane bridge.
Senator George E. Overbey has been
named to serve on the Senate Rules
Committee by Lt. Gov. Harry Lee
Waterfield.
Gearl Sutter won the Purchase
District Farming Program Contest
sponsored by the Courier-Journal,
Louisville Times, and Radio Station
WHA.S. He is a freshman at Murray
State.
Miss Barbara Watkins and David Lee
Pinson were married January 28 at the
First Baptist Church.
Lynn Grove High School beat
Western High 112 to 96. Scorers for
Lynn Grove include Tom McNeeley
with 23, Bob Fain with, 22, and Ray
Warren and Sims each with 20.
wrecker?" Winston wanted to know.
She didn't know.
So, the next day — two days after he
had gone into the ditch — Winston went
to Parts, located his car, paid the
towing charges and got behind the
wheel again — a bit put out with it all
but as happy as all get out to get his car
back again.
++++++
Ronald and Rebecca Churchill,
however, had a sweeter taste of the
milk of human kindness about the same
time. They had been in Clearwater,
Fla., for about a week attending a
funeral directors' seminar when they
got home Feb. 1. Ronald is supposed to
be retired, but you'd never know it from
the pace he sets.
Four days before they were to get
home, however, Dick Orr, a next door
neighbor, noticed water running from
under the Churchills' garage door. He
called their daughter, Mrs. Martha
Imes, who had a key. Together, they
investigated.
The water heater had burst. Water
was two inches deep in the kitchen,
almost in the living room, and, having
flowed through a hole in the floor
beneath the heater, was almost six
inches deep under the house.
Without calling the Churchills and
spoiling their Florida trip, Dick and
Mrs. Imes had the water heater
replaced with a new one and cleaned up
the mess. A dehumidifier was used to
suck the moisture out of the house, and
a pump to remove the water from
beneath the house.
Everything was in order when the
Churchills returned, although the floor
had buckled slightly in a couple of
places and the kitchen linoleum will
-have to be replaced. "That's all right,"
Rebecca said. "I have been wanting a
,new linoleum in there anyway."
don't know what I would do if it
wasn't for my friends," Ronald said.
''There's no telling what would have
happened if Dick hadn't noticed that
water coming out of the garage and
doing something about it."
++++++
Experiences like the Churchills' help
restore our faith in human nature.
Perhaps there is some hope for us after
all.
at'
Edgar Hoover. I am gravely concerned
by the recent attacks on the Bureau and
its sister agencies at the Federal as
well as the State and local levels...
"The American people have been
spoon fed a distorted rehash of old
allegations against the FBI by the
select committees and a large segment
of the press. . . It is time for the
Congress and the press to stop kicking
the FBI around for a few prior
mistakes. This serves only to generate
headlines and further undermine the




So long as human beings operate any
law enforcement agency a few errors in
judgement will creep in; no reason to
discredit the entire operation. Too
many politicians are trying to make
political capital at the expense of a law
enforcement agency vital to the safety
of every American.
Bible Thought
And this I do for (he gospel's
sake, that I might be ptaker there-
of with you. I Cor1suhhIau 9:23.
The wonder of Paul's life is his
devotion to the gospel. We, too, can
share his devotion by our commit-
ment.
Isn't It The Truth
At a social gathering the ladies seem
to pay more attention to the political
campaigner, the current and ex-
pendable TV idol, than to the in-
tellectual. I think I know why: the man
of politics woos, soothes and yet excites
the female in broad daylight, so to
speak, and presumably, is tired enough
after all that talking, to give in sooner








(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Coagreseakileal Record Deily )
'Let's Stop Kicking
The FBI Around'
REP. SAMUEL 1L. DEVINE (Ohio)
". . . The purpose of my taking this time
— and I do not expect to consiune the
entire time — has to do with the con-
tinous attacks on the Federal Bureau of
Investigation as well as other in-
telligence agencies in this Nation.
"Last year investigations conducted
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation
led to over 1,400 convictions of
hoodlums engaged in organized crime
activities, with another 1,800 in various
stages of presecution. These con-
victions included mob leaders in New
York City, in Buffalo, in Los Angeles
and in St. Louis.
"FBI-developed information supplied
to other law enforcement agencies led
to more than 2,000 arrests. FBI in-
vestigations in the organized crime
field also led to confiscation and
recovery of some $36 million worth of
Illicit items such as narcotics, gam-
bling paraphernalia, and weapons as
well as cash...
"Over 3,200 convictions were
recorded in FBI cases concerning
White-collar crimes in 1975. More than
13,000 Federal fugitives, incluaing 7 of
the most wanted fugitives list, were
located in FBI cases last year. An
additional 13,000 deserters from the
military service were located by the
FBI. FBI personnel participated in
over 10,000 law enforcement training
schools last year, involving about
300,000 offficers throughout the United
States. In addition, 992 officers were
graduated during the year from the
FBI National Academy...
"The FBI National Crime Infor-
mation Center handled an average of
just over two transactions every second
in 1975, providing instanteously vital
information to our local law en-
forcement agencies throughout the
country...
"I had the honor to serve in that body
for a period of nearly 5 years under J.
r110
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Let's Stay Well
Asthma Drug Helps Hay Fever
Cromolyn sodium, a drug
which hat proved benellcial in
relieving asthma, has shown
Fainting remits in the corbel'
of hay fever symptom, particu-
larly in the more severe cama
Hay fever is the most common
allergy, affecting about 10 per
cent of the population. While
many persons have seasonal
bouts usually in the spring or
fail of the year, other sufferers
may have year-round hay fever
from much subteen= as helm
dust- Ragweed and goldenrod
on aiming the most irritating
pollens and allergies may be
developed to certain of the
molds
Mule repeated injections may
be required to give some Few-
tion slipknot subganoss to which
an allergy is peasitat, mitt-
histaninics represent the most
By FJ L Blamingame. M.D.
widely used medicine. However,
they may cause side effects such
as dryness of the nose and direst,
drowsinees and a feeling of
wealowas or [Entrails
Fortunately. crunotyn sodiurn.
which is about.. effective as an-
tihitaminics, um* is free of
side effects tad serves to teem
sneezing and watery eyes Such
relief MARI victims more eom-
fortatie and often enables them
to continue with their regular
routine in about 75 per cent of
the came The drug comes in a
liquid form which is sprayed Mto
the nose several times a day
Research work in the ine of
cromolyn sodium for hey fever
has been corehMted at the Mayo
Clinic since 197$ by John
l'unginger, MD. an allergist
Q. Mrs. SC states that her
child was given a pair of
hamsters and has heard that
they may be a source of infection
for persons in the home.
A. Pet Asunder% which are ro-
dents, may carry a virus infec-
tion which does not make them
ill bit vrhich can cause Ilu-like"
symptoms in humans. This hind
of virus in these animals * rare.
amecially when the hamsters
are obtained from reliable pet
shops. Such infections are
thou& to be transmitted from
mice to hamsters, therefore.
he Ow animal cane Ins place
free of mice. A remit Maly
about how theme viral infectiors
me transitiond to humans 
cates that tftmet MOM *III Ow
anintoto is not warn - the
virui can be *risen* TI is
BLASINGAME
preferable to piece tne cage in
an area where the traffic in your
home is low and lessen even
furdwe the slight risk of infec-
tiro.
Q. Mr. S.F inquires whether it
is true that schiamhrenia is less
frequent among epileptics than
the general population.
k While the two conditions
can exist in the some person, it
has bees observed for sonie
years that, in general. epileptics
are less prone to tirliimptirenia
than is the general population.
This observation is mid to have
founded the origirud basis for
shock treatment in
schizophrenics, the reasoning
being that anninkikes St epilep-
tics mien have some hens* Is
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!NG DISPtAY — Murrey Middle School seventh grids genres Candy legitsea (22) wild
Garfield (with headband) put on quite a show with their hallhandling Monday is lin
erode girls' victory over North Calloway.
urray Middle Girls
Split Pair With North
Hurray Middle School
- dosed their season
night at home by





y got off to a 6-0 first
lead and held an 11-2
culition at intermission and
Wasted on in with the victory.
!clips Alexander paced the
scoring for the Tigers with
eigist Points while Candy
itieSson added seven.
victory leaves the
grade girls with a 3-0
mark.
In the eighth grade contest,
Nerth used a strong fourth
rod to take home a 25-13
led only 3-0 at the end
first period and 114 at
Going into the final
It was still a close
contest as North led 15-11. But
in the last period, North
posted 10 points on the board
while the Tigers could chalk
up only two.
Mina Todd of North was the
high scorer in the contest with
nine points. The loss leaves
the Tiger eighth grade team
with a 2-4 mark.
The North girls will be
playing in the County Tour-
nament next week.
Seventh Grade
North 0 2 3 4-5
Murray 6 5 6 7-24
North (5) — D. Darnell,
Futrell 1, Hoke, Compton 2
and R. Darnell 2.
Murray ( 24) — Morgan 5,
Alexander 8, Washer 2,
Garfield 2, Jackson 7,
Burkeen, Hine, Campbell and
Spann.
Eighth Grade
North 3 8 4 10-25
Murray 0 5 6 2-13
NIGH SCORER—Mine Todd (30) of North scored .is. points
night as the Norte Calloway eighth grede Pas
ed host Murray Middle Scheel. Winching for Murray is
APotti McIntosh (4).
(Sooff Motes by Mho Ilremilia)
'Southwest Girls Take
air Of Wins Over East
*-illost Southwest won a pair
* girls' cage contests Monday
East Calloway.
the seventh grade game,
romped to an easy
victory.
thwest led only 5-4 at the
of the first period but
stretched the cushion out to 14-
_ 6 at intermission and then
'wrapped up the win in the
third frame by outpointing
4iat 10-1.
*tilleri Miller fired in 16at
to lead the offensive
ck for Southwest, which
-Oases its regular season with
mark.
the eighth grade game,
thwest led all the way in
trig a 30-24 lead.
thwest led 8-5 at the end
the first period and pushed
;ale margin out to a corn-
18-10 at halftime. In
../Inal two periods, East
Southwest by two
Is to trim the final margin
Miller tossed in 10
to lead Southwest while
Wagoner had 12 for
The two teams will be
in the County Tour-
next week.
Seventh Grade
4 2 1 2-9
thwest 5 9 10 4-23
(9)—Garland 2,
n 2, Weber, Charleton4
1.
(261—S. Miller
Stanley 3, Calhoun 5,
Deering, Gibson 2 and Easley
2.
Eighth Grade
East 5 5 7 7-24
Southwest 8 10 8 4-30
East (24) — Wagoner 12,
Overby 6, Wilson 4, Tucker 2
and Green.
Southwest (30)—Miller 10,
Paschall 8, McBride 4,




Murray State tennis coach
Bennie Purcell captured the
singles championship over the




Purcell drew a first round
bye and then in the second
round, defeated Newton Cox of
Georgia 6,1 and 6-1. In the
quarterfinals, Purcell
whipped Ted Forrester of
Georgia 6-2 and 6-3.
It was a western Kentucky
znatchup in the singles finals
as Purcell defeated Paul
Rowton of Paducah 6-2 and 6-4
for the title
Rotwon and Purcell played
together as a doubles team
and were defeated 6-1 and 6-6
In the finals by Wade Heron
and Alex Gordon of Georgia.
North (25) — Frankhouser
6, Smith 3, Willie 6, Todd 9 and
Yancv 2.
Murray (13) —Simmons, K.
Outland 4, J. Outland 2,
English,. Russell 3, Oakley 2,
Grasty 2, Lindsey, McIntosh
and Burke.
Unheralded American Skater
Becomes New Olympic Hero
*V WICK TEMPLE
AP Sports Editor
INNSBRUCK AP ) — Dan
Inunerfall, an unheralded 20-
year-old speed skater from
Madison, Wis., gave the
United States its eighth medal
of the Games — tying the
American total four years ago
at Sapporo — Switzerland's
Heini Henuni won the giant
slalom and the Soviet Union
picked up a pair of golds today
at the 12th Winter Games.
Inunerfall, a sophomore at
the University of Wisconsin,
whipped around the track to
Lake a bronze medal in the 500-
meter event with a clocking of
39.54 seconds. It was the fifth
medal the U.S. has won in
speed skating and brought the
Americans within four medals
of their best total ever for a
Winter Games. The U.S.
collected 12 medals in 1932.
"I still don't believe I did
it," said Immerfall. "Ever
since I was a little kid I
wanted to make the Olympic
team. Winning a medal is the
high point of my life."
Russian ace Evgeniy
Kulikov won the 500 meters in
Olympic record time of 39.17
seconds. Teammate Valeriy
Muratov was second in 39.25.
Peter Mueller, 21, of
Mequon, Wis., the top U.S.
hope in this event, finished
fifth in 39.57. The other
American entry, 20-year-old
James Chapin of St. Louis,
was 10th in 40.09.
lmmerfall skated against
Muralov and said "He
definately pulled me along. I
kept saying to myself 'I just
have to catch him, to beat
him. "That's all! was thinking
about."
He said he made a mistake
that almost ended his race
prematurely.
"I got off the line good and
got down about 75 meters and
kicked my right heel with my
left skate. I almost fell down
and thought 'Geez, it's all over
"This is wonderful," said
Mrs. Irene Immerfall, Dan's
mother. "It makes all our
sacrifices seem worthwhile. It
costs us over $2,000 a year just
on skating alone. We could
own a Cadillac with what we
pour into it."
Herrimi, who negotiated the
first run in the giant slalom
Monday in 1:45.41, flashed
through the second one in
1:41.56 for a winning total time
of 3:26.97. Countryman Ernst
Good was second in 3:27.17
and Swedish star Ingemar
Stenmark was third in 3:27.41.
Defending champion Gustavo
Thoeni of Italy finished fourth
in 3:27.67.
Phil Maitre, 18, of White
Pass, Wash., who stood fourth
after the first run, dropped to
fifth after the second one. His
combined time of 3:28.20
included today's run of 1:42.62
and Monday's of 1:45.58.
"I tnade a lot of mistakes,"
he said. "I did not put enough
pressure on during the last
stages. I was slipping all over
the place."
U.S. ski coach Hank Tauber
called Mahre's performance
"superlative." "It was a
remarkable job by an ex-
tremely promising young
skier."
Greg Jones of Tahoe City,
Calif., came in ninth with runs
of 1:48.09 and 1:43.68 for
3:31.77, and Phil's twin
brother Steve Mahre was 12th
with runs of 1:47.80 and 1:45.96
for 3:33.76.
The Soviet Union added to
its leading medal count when
Raisa Smetanina won the
women's 10-kilometer ( 6.2
miles) cross country ski race
and East Germany picked up
a gold when Hans Rinn and
Norbert Hahn took the two-
seater luge event.
The results left the Soviet
Union on top of the medal
standings with 10 gold medals
and 20 over-all. East Germany
remained a solid second with
six golds and 13 total medals.
The United States was third in
overall medals on the strength
of a gold, three silvers and
four bronze.
Still to come today were the
compulsory portion of the
women's figure skating and a
trio of Group A hockey games,
including the U.S. contest
against Finland.
The American hockey team,
0-2 thus far, needed a victory
against Finland to keep its
hopes of a medal alive.
East Germans Rinn and
Hahn took the double-seater
luge event, clocking a track
record of 42.77 seconds on
their first of two runs down the
870-meter track for an
aggregate time of 1:25.60.
Hans Bradner and Balthasar
Schwarm of West Germany
won the silver medal in 1:25.88
and Rudolf Schmid and Franz
Schachner of Austria won the
bronze in 1:25.91.
The two American sleds
came in dead last, winding up
23rd and 24th out of 24
competitors. Robert Berkley,
27, of Grand Junction, Colo.,
and Richard Cavanaugh, 27, of
Hermosa Beach, Calif., were
timed in 1:32.009.
k 
it*Pid All Weather CharterAircraft RentalsAir Ambulance
Thorobred Flying Service, Inc.
Murray Canoiroy county Airport
There's Ns fys Ube flyby No
Contact Bill Fuller or Johnny Parker
489-2721 481-2414








*Source Jan 12 issue. Ward's Automotive Reporl
WE WOULDN'T HAVE THE BEST SALES IF WE DIDN'T GIVE THE BEST BUYS
Hatcher Auto Sales, Inc.
515 South 12th St.
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The Murray High girls'
basketball team has reached a
new plateau.
Coach Jane Fitch 'a Tigers
chalked up their Ilth win of
the season Monday at South
Marshall by bombing Mar-
shall County 51-26.
The victory pushes the
Murray High record to 11-2
and the total is a new school
record. Last year, in the first
Sanguillen Signs
PITTSBURGH (AP) —
Catcher Manny Sanguillen is
the sixth Pittsburgh Pirate to
sign a contract for the 1976
baseball season.
Sanguillen batted .328 last
year, the highest for the club.
He is one of only eight players
who have lifetime averages of
over .300 after four full
seasons.
Sanguillen was also chosen
for the 1975 All-Star team.
Suit Settled
SAN DIEGO ( AP) — An
attorney for a 19-year-old
college student says his client
has settled out of court a E.3
million lawsuit against
sportscaster Howard Cosell.
The suit was filed by Scott
Schindler of San Diego, who
claimed that C,osell slapped
him in 1973 when he asked for
his. autograph at a San Diego
hoCel.
Terms of the settlement
were not disclosed, said at-
torney Bernard Levy.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
%harbors vas Woe oet
received their boat-aullatrai
mar of Tat Sam Lodger a
Times bp 5:38 p. a. Mardr-
Friday or by 3:38 p. a. se
Setertays Si urged to ail
/534816 between 5:38 p. S.
ma a p. or., Seatiterfrliarf,
S, 3:311 p. wed 4 p. es.
Solatiors, to Ware Ielkery
If the worropor. Cris meet
be pineal ify 6 p. S. week-






If Kent Benson's Tips Count, Then....
What happened?
'Tis the morning after the bomb and we are all sur-
viving. And there is nothing that can be done now about
Murray State's incredible loss ( or win) Monday night in
the Sports Arena.
If there is such a rule (see game story), then it was not
only a good call but a gutsy call. Indiana State can feel
quite fortunate in getting such a call on the road.
Again the ruling on the shot: Vic Jordan did not have
posseesion of the ball. The official who made the call said
Jordan tipped the ball and on a tip, the ball must be in the
basket when the horn sounds.
Otherwise, had Jordan shot the ball with his hand, the
shot would have been good as the ball needs only to be in
the air when the buzzer sounds.
Indiana State Coach Bob King said he loot a game a few
years ago on the same ruling. We wonder if Fred Overton
will ever win a game the same way, especially one on the
road?
Now for all UK fans: How then, did the tip-in basket by
Kent Benson of Indiana count back in December? Benson
hit the ball with his fist and it flew In the basket to send the
game into overtime.
The ball was still in the air when the horn sounded, not
in the basket yet it was called good and the game went into
overtime where the Hoosiers eventually defeated the
Wildcats.
Did not the same thing happen again Saturday when
Benson pulled off his magic when the Hoosiers defeated
Michigan? Or for that matter, we aren't certain it was
an Indiana player that tipped in the ball, yet the basket
counted.
Offensive goaltending?
We don't know about that one. The film will show
whether or not it was offensive goaltending and you can
bet Overton will be studying that game film.
But King said the officials told him the basket was not
ruled offensive goaltending. Regardless of how it was
ruled, the officials showed nothing but guts in making the
call.
They quickly showed the bottoms of their feet and left
the floor. We wonder if they will ever be back again?
At one point in the first half, Murray went five minutes
without scoring while the Sycamores pumped in 14 points
and moved out to a 25-14 lead.
That was what got Murray in trouble. With 11:38 left in
the game, the Racers trailed 52-34. Then over the next
6:16, Murray outscored ISU 18-0 to tie the game at 54
apiece.
Murray deserved to lose., and the Racers deserved to
win. Put it all on a scale of justice though and you can only
pick the latter.
Death Valley is looming ahead for the weekend. It's
Morehead on Saturday and dangerous Eastern Kentucky
on Monday. No matter how Murray does on their swing up
east, they've already been through Death Valley. Un-
fortunately, Death Valley appears to be here in Murray.






year of girls' basketball at lead into the last frame.
Murray High, the Tigers Tammy Boone and Denise
recorded a 10-4 sea son Bumphis each scored 15 points
worksheet. to lead the Tiger offensive
With the exception of the attack. Senior guard Cindy
second quarter, the Tigers Jetton, having one of her best
played an outstanding game. offensive nights of the season,
Murray jumped off to a chipped in with 11.
commanding 17-4 lead at the Murray outrebounded
end of the first period but ran Marshall County 37-21 in the
Into some problems in the contest. Boone pulled down a
second frame and scored just game-high 15 rebounds while
two points while the Marshals Burnphis pulled off eight and
put nine on the board to trim Mary Ann Littleton six.
the Murray lead to 19-13 at Murray will host Marshall
Intermission. County in a return match at
But in the third period, the 4:30 p.m. Wednesday in the
Tigers mauled the Marshals Tiger gymnasium. There will








































fg ft pf tp
0 1 2 1
0 1 5 1
1 3 3 5
0 0 2 0
6 2 2 14
2 0 4 4
0 0 0 0
9 6 21 26
17 2 20 12--51
4 9 2 11-26
MURRAY'S NEWEST TEAM --Nisisibers of the Alarm State tab* team are from left to right,




Ledger ft Times Sports Editor
It may never get covered by
Curt Gowdy and the rest of the
gang or 15,000 people might
not pay too watch.
But the people involved
really don't care. Untouched
Add it up
Wh., gee add ree whet it cons you
•neuf• ewe+ v.. Y.01, Nall.WV hnd
Ow Ws tool Wm lowest row occoorl
why, We". an odapandenl adottcy
and rIp•••••11 • ...Wier el oleo..
camp..a row moo. oho, om coo
etc, otoofte to got rho ben coverage
Ca, at Ow 0,s, mtet
And loom toot we the •••••••• •••
•••••• flub. *Med





Bob Illahngtoa, CPCU•Den SItipier Tom Scalp
Guy 81111astoei•Owee alingtoo
by inflation and the rest of the
problems that have hurt
sports, tubing is still a
bargain.
Odds are you don't know
Murray State has an out-
standing tubing team. Matter
of factly, Murray State has
two outstanding tubing teams.
But before we get to know
the people on the team, we
should take a quick lesson on
just what tubing is all about.
Tubing is simply lying flat
on your back on an intertube
and backstroking down a
river. Sounds like fun doesn't
it?
It is. But. . .
This past Saturday, the
temperature of the water in
the Tuckaseigee River near
Cullowhee, North Carolina,
was 37 degrees. That was five
balmy degrees warmer than
the temperature of the air
around the Western Carolina
University campus.
The object of the game is to
see just who or whom can
paddle down the 2.2-mile river
and win the race and still
manage to survive. Not only
the frigid water is to be sur-
vived but also rapids and
rocks in the river.
There were 46 tubers on
hand Saturday. The first-place
individual gets 46 points and
on down the line with the
unfortunate fellow who
finishes in last pace getting
just one point for his effort.
Tubing is sort of like an
intercollegiate golf tour-
nament. The home team
always knows the course and
usually wins.
It was no surprise that
Western Carolina won the
team championship. They've
won every title in the history
of the three-year event. One of
the losers simply said: No
wonder they won it. . it's
their river."
The Murray State number
one team consisting of Bob
Williams, Butch Kyle and
Chris Chapman placed eighth
in the event. Murray State's
number two team of Stu
Parkinson, Austin Mehr and
R. L. Smith was 10th.
It was the first race ever for
the Murray State team. All of
the team members belong to
the Murray State University
Outing Club. Williams is
president of the club while
Parkinson handles the public
relations for the group and
passes out electric blankets.
Since it is such an unusual
sport, the Murra y Sta te tubing
team finished its season, the
same day they began it.
However, future plans call
for an annual intercollegiate
tubing event to be held at the
Land Between The Lakes and
the event will be sponsored by
the Murray State Outing Club.
Curt Gowdy might not make
it. But we'll sure will try to be
there when the Murray sta te
Tubers open their sea n
again sometime next year
By EOSHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Ernie Grunfeld calls it "the
Green Bay Packer special,"
and eighth-ranked Tennessee
used it Monday night to trim
Vanderbilt in a showdown of
Southeastern Conference
basketball title contenders.
-I just imagine I'm running
off tackle," says the 6-foot-6,
=5-potnitt- Grunfeld, a two-
time All-SEC choice. "We run
it just like Green Bay ran the
sweep, and you've got to stop
that one first."
The Packer special is a play
on which Doug Ashworth sets
a pick for Grunfeld at the top
of the circle. Grunfeld is wide
open for 18-20-foot jump shots
since most teams choose to
keep Ashworth's man under
the basket to help on Bernard
King, the other half of the
Vols. one-two punch.
The Vols used it four times
in the second half and Grum-
feld scored on each, pouring in
24 points in a 73-59 victory that
dropped Vandy two games off
Tennessee's 10-1 pace in the
conference race.
Alabama, ranked 11th
nationally, remained only one
game back after registering
an unimpressive 79-73 victory
over Florida.
In other conference action,
Georgia downed Kentucky for
only the ninth time in history,
46-81, and Mississippi sate
edged Auburn 75-74 on Al
Perry's two free throws after
time had expired.'
Grunfeld's first basket off
the play put the Vols ahead to
stay at 29-28 early in the
second half Vandy later en-
dured a miserable four-
minute span when Tennessee
opened a 65-45 lead.
••I'm sure glad Tennessee
held the ball some or it might
have been 25," said Roy
Skinner, the soft-spoken coach
who has lifted the lightly
regarded Commodores into
title contention.
King added 19 points and
also grabbed 16 rebounds. Joe
Ford led Vandy with 19 and
Jeff Fosnes added 18, but the
Commodores could hit only 40
per cent from the field.
With seven games
Vois Crush Vandy With PAGI
Grunfeld Pacing Win
remaining, Tennessee is 10-1,
Alabama 9-2 and Vandy 8-3.
Despite the two game dif-
ference, the schedule still
favors Vandy, which has only
two of seven remaining games
on the road. Both Tennessee
and Alabama have five road
games left.
Leon Douglas scored 24
points and Anthony Murray 16
as Alabama held on for its
victory over Florida, after
squandering most of a 15-point
second-half lead. Gene Shy
had 20 for Florida and Al
Bonner 18.
The Tide jumped to an early
13-2 advantage and led by 00-
45 before Florida rallied.
"I'm wrung out, I'll tell
you," said Coach C. M.
Newton of Alabama. "These
free throw things are enough
to drive you up the wall."
Newton called it "the kind of
game you hale to see. We
struggled, stumbled and
fumbled so much of the way."
Lucid.; Foster scored 10 of
Tourney Set
MARCO ISLAND, Fla. (AP)
— The 10th annual Tony Leine
Memorial Pro-Amateur Golf
Tournament will be held
March 15, Gene Sarazen, the
tourney chairman, said today.
Sam Snead and Dale
Douglass, the co-winners last
year, will defend the title in a
field of 50 pros and 150
amateurs. The event is ex-
pected to raise $4,000 to be
divided among Boystown of




Goaltender Gary Smith was
suspended by the Vancouver
Canucks for deserting the
NHL team.
FOOTBALL
ORONO, Maine — Boston
College offensive backfield
coach Jack Bicknell was
named head coach at the
University of Maine.
GENERAL
LOS ANGELES — Swim-
mer Tim Shaw was named
winner of the 1976 Sullivan
Award as the amateur athlete
of the year.
Georgia's final 17 points as the
Bulldogs overcame a 75-69
deficit in the final seven
minutes to beat Kentucky for
only the third time in their last
40 meetings. The Wildcats now
lead the series 54-9.
Jacky Dorsey, who tallied 24
points, tied the game with 2:56
left on two free throws and
Foster put Georgia ahead for
good at 81-79 only 37 seconds
later.
Mike' Phillips led the
Wildcats with 18 points and 23
rebounds.
"We are now faced with a
situation of great depression
and will have to come back,"
said Coach Joe Hall, who saw
his Wildcats fall to 5-6 in the
conference. "We have seven
games left and I am worried
about the mental problem that
might develop."
"We needed the victory
badly," said Georgia's John
Guthrie, whose team had
recently dropped overtime
decisions to Alabama and
Vandy. "We showed we can
win the big ones."
Perry's two free throws at
State destroyed Auburn's dim
hopes of sharing the SEC title,
dropping the War Eagles to 6-.5
in the conference. Gary
Hooker had 213 points and Ray
White 23 for State. Eddie
Johnson tallied 27 for Auburn.
The Tigers led 66-59 with
seven minutes left, but the
Bulldogs managed to catch up
and the lead changed five
times in the last two minutes.
A LITTLE CLOSE—lads Woks (32) of Wow Stets got • W-
OG too clout to Grow %milord an this ono and Woolard picked
op the field pal but missod tin chino for the three-point play
as his charity toss nand off the rim.
AT LAST • .
A telephone book for your toll free area only. No longer
will you have to suffer through all those extra pages
trying to find the number. you want to call or lose time
looking in the wrong yellow pages for the merchant
whose services you need!
"Lomar, Inc." publishers of over 400 local market dir-
ectories. . . IN COOPERATION WITH THE PROGRES-
SIVE BUSINESSES OF THE MURRAY AREA . . . are now
producing a local market telephone book to be distri-
buted to the entire toll free area. Including Murray,
Kirksey, Hardin, Aurora, New Concord, Lynn Grove,
Hazel and South Hazel, Tenn.
• THE MAN'S NAME
IT WILL CONTAIN:
WIFE'S NAME CORRECT ADDRESS PHONE NUMBER
ERION, DOUGLAS J. (LYNNE) 210 S. Block 354-1224
• A COMPLETE YELLOW PAGE SECTION OF LOCAL MERCHANTS ONLY
• FRONT SECTION HAS ALL THE VITAL STATISTICS OF AREA CLUBS
ORGANIZATIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, GOVERNMENT OF-
FICIALS AND HISTORY OF THE AREA.
• CIRCULATION IN EXCESS OF 12,000
Representatives are now in the area
to be sure everyone is listed properly
YOUR COOPERATION IS APPRECIATED
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Weird Decision Costs MSU Win
BELIEVE fT OR NOT—Would yea holier, Grover Woolard scored as this play? H. did. Waived
took the bull dorm the lossoliae, tamed his hack toward the basket and fired up tits shot, which
brought the crowd to its feet.
Hoosiers Rip Spartans
As Benson Scores 38
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Indiana center Kent Benson
is the kind of player coaches
drool over.
He stands 6 feet II, weighs a
muscular 235 pounds. He's
intimidating under the boards,
mobile enough for any running
game and as good a jump
shooter as most forwards.
Defensively, he's learning to
hold his own at the Bobby
Knight school of man-to-man
combat, as fine a proving
ground as you'll find
anywhere.
He comes up with the clutch
play, like the spectacular tap-
in at the buzzer against
Michigan Saturday which kept
Indiana's unbeaten streak
alive. He's improved steadily
year by year, to the point
where he's now the equal of
any big man in the college
ranks.
And his attitude? A chapter
president of the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, Benson
sounds more like a coach than
a player.
"I just go out and try to play
hard night in and night out,"
Benson said Monday night
after scoring a career-high 38
points to lead unbeaten, top-
ranked Indiana to its 20th
victory of the season, an 85-70
Big Ten triumph over
Michigan State.
Benson and his Hoosier
mates have got a pretty
powerful juggernaut on the
move — 20-0 overall, 11-0 in
the Big Ten, 30 straight




overshadowed a 40-point effort
by Terry Furlow, the
Michigan State forward who
leads the Big Ten in scoring.
The Indiana center was nearly
unstoppable against the
smaller Spartans, especially
in the second half after three
Michigan State starters fouled
out.
Indiana went ahead to stay
with an 11-2 spurt for a 33-28
advantage. The Hoosiers led
by nine at the half and then
drew away.
In other games involving
Top Twenty teams, No. 5
Rutgers beat Delaware 110-87,
No. 8 Tennessee defeated
Vanderbilt 73-59, No. 10 Notre
Dame topped St. Bonaventure
95-80, No. 11 Alabama edged
Florida 79-73, No. 16 Michigan
beat Ohio State 90-66 and No.
19 North Texas State was
upset by Memphis State 111-
.93.
Rutgers remained un-
defeated by routing Delaware
for its 20th triumph of the
Let the postman pay your bills . , by check. One
of our checking accounts is the easiest, safest way
to manage your monthly payments. And your can-
celled check is positive proof of payment. See one
of our tellers and choose the checking account
that best fits your needs—and pay bills the easy
way.
Mr..E. FDIC
Officials Rule Jordan's Tip At Buzzer No
Good And Racers Lose 69-68 In Overtime
season, reaching 100 points for
the eighth time. Hollis
Copeland and Phil Sellers
were the big guns for the
winners, Copeland scoring 72
points and pulling down 11
rebounds and Sellers adding
17 points, 18 rebounds and nine
assists
Tennessee stayed atop the
Southeastern Conference by
beating Vanderbilt behind 24
points from Ernie Grunfekl
and 19 from Bernard King.
The Vols are 10-1 in the SEC
and Vandy is now 8-3.
Alabama, meanwhile,
stayed one game back at 9-2
by beating Florida behind
Leon Douglas' 24 points.
Florida committed a con-
ference record 35 personal
fouls, but Alabama made just
25°f 47 free throw tries.
Adrian Dantley scored 27
points and Notre Dame pulled
away from stubborn St.
Bona venture with a 20-9 spurt
midway through the second
half after the Bonnies had
pulled within three.
Rickey Green scored 23
points and Wayrnan Britt
added 20 to lead Michigan to
its easy victory over Ohio
State. The Wolverines, who
lost to Indiana 72-67 in over-
time Saturday, are now 9-3 in
Big Ten play and trail Indiana
by 21/2 games.
Elizabethtown 63 LaRue County
32
Oldham County 50 Henry Coun-
ty 41
South Hopkins 105 Bremen 33
Russell County 61 Wayne Coun•
ty 29
Kentucky County Day 45 Lou.
Shawnee 32
Bowling Green .41 Warren Can
29
Bracken County 56 Pendieton
County 50
Breathitt County 68 Powell
County 59
Fleming County 51 Lewis Coun•
y 47
Lynn Camp 34 Harlan 28
Todd County 63 Trigg County IS
Trimble County 63 Scott County
50
Anderson County 84 Builltt Cen -
/ral 33
Coy. Holy Cross 61 Highland
H919htS 37
Lox. Tates Creek 56 Lex. Bryan
Station 38
Mason County 51 Maysville 26
Russell 62 Sheldon Clark 58
Shelby County Si Eminence 22
Simon Kenton 52 Coy. Holmes
33
Taylor County 79 Adair County
66
Bath County 07 Estill County 35
Grayson County 67 Fordsville
16
Hart County 59 Green County
56
Maysville 69 Greenup County 56
Monticello 56 Somerset 32
Paintsville 61 Johns Creek 58
Ashland Blazer 40 Clark County
43
Campbell County 56 Our Lady
of Providence 51
Coy. LaSalette 68 Boone County
SO
Ft Knox 62 North Hardin 58
Hazard 55 Whitesburg 53
McDowell 36 Belfry 34
There are a few people left
in the world who have the
ability to look at something
and see it entirely different
than what the majority of
people see the same thing.
Those people are called
politicians. Stick around and
ye shall hear of how Murray
State University got "out-
politicked" 69-68 by Indiana
State University Monday
night in the Sports Arena.
Before listening to a
political speech, you need two
things: ear muffs and a pair of
knee boots. Monday night,
there were indeed, knee boots
and ear muffs.
Here's what happened:
'Twas in overtime and there
were 15 seconds left to go
when Indiana State threw the
ball away and Murray State
was awarded with possession.
With exactly seven seconds
on the scoreboard, freshman
forward Vic Jordan fired up a
15-footer that just missed the
mark and bounded out to the
point where freshman guard
Dane Starbuck heaved up a 17-
footer. When the ball left
Starbuck's right hand, there
were four seconds showing on
the clock.
The ball rimmed off and fell
toward the front edge of the
goal. Jordan bounced high in
the air and slapped the ball
back in at the buzzer.
And come ye now to the
political gathering.
Indiana State's players
walked off the floor and the
Murray fans were going wild
as it appeared the Racers had
just taken a 70-69 win.
Alas, but we know about
politicians don't we? Never
trust them folks.
The officials ruled the shot
was too late. They put on their
ear muffs to the cries of anger
from Murray State Coach
Freddie Overton.
And if Overton would have
had a knee boot around, as he
will learn the next time he
meets up with politicians,
should we just skip telling you
where the boot would have
gone?
Like northern liberals in
southern Mississippi, the
officials (er, politicians),
skipped town amidst a shower
of paper cups, ice and words
which we can't print, since
this is a family newspaper.
The politicians ruled the
shot was too late. Oh, but we
must remember, politicians
change their minds.
"-they said the shot was too
late,- Overton said in the
dressing room as his team sat
like the people of earthquake-
torn Guatemala might sit.
ONCE YOU NIT THE ROAD BABE, THERE AIN'T NO TURNING
BACK—Whit his hands on his kips on obvious disgust over.
ad dud cost his awry State liters the gam, Fria Overtoo
trios to gat la a few more words with Ow official. But as you
wil ustine, this officials have jest begun to hit the road.
INNSBRUCK (AP) — "I'm
sorry," the White House
switchboard told American
Olympic star Sheila Young,
"but President Ford doesn't
accept collect calls."
"But I'm returning the
President's call," the 25-year-
old triple medalist from
Detroit told the operator.
Ford called Miss Young
Monday to congratulate her
for winning gold, silver and
bronze medals and becoming
America's first triple winner
in any Winter Olympics.
The phone bill was about
$40. Olympic officials s.od
they believed it was the first
time a President had called an
Olympic medal winner at the
Olympic site.
Ford placed the call at lunch
time in the United States,
which was early evening in
Innsbruck. There is a six-hour
time difference.
At first, operators and of-
ficials were unable to locate
Miss Young. She is relaxing
and touring the countrYside
with her fiance James
Clchowiez of Milwaukee TIOW
ttiat her skating events are
over.
Finally, about 10:30 p •
officials located her and she
returned the call. That's when
the operator gave her static
"We're all very proud of
you," Ford told her, adding
that he had watched her silver
medal finish in the 1,500-meter
race and her gold medal finish
in the 500 on television.
"Thank you, Mr.
President," Miss Young
responded. There was some
more small talk about
American success in the
Olympics. Then Miss Young
hung up, beaming with pride.
HE'S SOMETHING ELSE
BOSTON (AP) — During the
1975 World Series, baseball
commissioner Bowie Kuhn had
a wooden platform built to
make his announcement on
whether game 6 would be
played during a rainy spell in
Boston.
Boston Red Sox owner Tom
Yawkey smiled when he heard
about the idea.
"I've seen all the commis-
sioners (from Kenesaw Land-
is's day on) come and go but
I've never seen one like Bowie
Kuhn," said Yawkey. "He had
a podium made to get up and
snake an announcement about
the weather"
Kuhn has soiled shoes at
World Series games, especially
in Oakland during a heavy rain
in 1973.
STARS AT YONKERS
YONKERS, N. Y. (AP) —
Harness racing's first black su-
perstar appears to be emerging
at the Yonkers Raceway. He's
20-year-old Lew Williams. He
has been winning witl more
than 20 per cent of hilliorses
during his first extended stay
in New York.
Williams is a native of Cadiz,
Ohio, where at the age of 8, his
grandfather, Clyde Williams,
took him to county fairs when
purses were blankets, cups and
bales of hay.
Then in stepped MSU
Athletic Director Cal Luther,
with another explanation.
According to Luther, the
shot did not count because
Jordan did not have
possession of the ball when it
left his hands.
Here's the way Indiana
State Coach Bob King put it:
"We lost a game like that
once at the buzzer. When the
ball is tipped, it must be in the
basket when the horn sounds.
Now if he (Jordan) had shot
the ball with his hands instead
of tipping it, then the basket
would have been counted good
because it did go off in time.
"But on a tip, the ball has to
be in the basket and it
wasn't."
Was there dougt in King's
mind? His players were off the
floor quicker than you could
say "Ronnie Reagan used to
be a movie star."
Said King: "There sure
wasn't any use in staying on
the floor."
Said Overton: "Even their
players were apprehensive
about it." "Did you see how
fast they left the floor"
"We won that game. I don't
care what the scoreboard or
anyone else says, we won that
game," said Overton, who was
on the brink of tears.
Maybe though, some folks
will remember this one game
when it comes time for
Overton to talk contract
again.
"The ball was on the rim
and Vic had control of it.
There was no question,"
Overton added.
At one point in the second
half, Murray State trailed by
as much as 18 points. Frankly,
Murray deserved to lose the
game.. but on the other hand,
they sure the heck. deserved to
win too.
"Our kids bounced back like
that, they are struggling to
have a decent year and then
someone with a striped shirt
comes along and takes the
game away from them,"
Overton blasted.
"I am not a cry-baby. I've
never scratched an official
before. We got ourselves into a
big mess by not playing any in
the first half but in the second
half, we showed a lot of heart
playing against a bunch of
good shooters and a human
eraser (6-11 center DeCarsta
Webster).
"One of the officials said the
basket was too late. But he
didn't even take the time to
check with the official
scorekeeper," Overton added.
The shot that put Murray in
its last lead came with 46
seconds left in overtime when
Starbucic made a sensational
pass through the middle to hit
Blasingame and Blasingarne
hit the bucket to put them on
top 68-67.











well serve as the mascot for
the Sycamores since he is as
tall as a tree, hit from under
with 10 seconds left to put
Indiana Slate up 69-68. Then
came the politicians and we'll
tell you right now it wasn't
anything like the picnic at
Fancy Farm.
Grover Woolard finished
with 18 points and team-wise,
had one of his best games of
the season as he unselfishly
gave up the ball numerous
times for assists.
Williams had 16 points in a
good effort, considering he
had to shoot over a tree.
And now for this closing
note: Vic Jordan with 19
points. And though the
scorebook says only 17, we'll
quote one famous politician.
From Barry Goldwater: "In
























Laker Girls Lose For
Third Straight Time
The Calloway County girls'
basketball team dropped its
third consecutive game of the
season as the Lakers were
tripped 67-61 at St. Mary
Monday night.
It was a wild game that saw
St. Mary making 27 of 43 free
throws, Calloway being
assessed with 31 fouls and
there were several arguments
during the contest.
St. Mary got off to a slow
start and led 13-6 at the end of
the first period. Both teams
played run and shoot
basketball for the second
period and at intermission, the
Lakers trailed 31-26.
Using their fine fullcourt
press, Calloway gained the
momentum in the third period
and went into the lead. Going
into the last quarter, the
Lakers led 46-43.
But in the last period, the
Lakers lost two starters and
had three more with four
A GOLF DRAWBACK
ORLANDO, Fla. ( Al') — Dis-
ney World golf director Bobby
West says the game of golf is
hurt when stars such as Jack
Nicklaus, Tom Weiskopf and
Lee Trevino skip such a tourna-
ment as the $200,000 National
Team championship. He has
complained to the PGA.
fouls.
Susie Imes paced the
scoring for Calloway County
with 16 points while Marilyn
McKenzie and Becky Imes
each added 14. The loss drops
the Laker girls to 8-5 on the
campaign.
In the freshman boys'
contest, St. Mary took a 51-40
win to hand the Laker frosh
their third consecutive set-
back.
The game was tied at 15
apiece at the end of the first
period but at intermission, the
hosts had forged out to a 32-24
lead and never looked back
again.
Ricky Garland had his best
game of the season as he
pumped in 20 points to lead the
Lakers.
The freshman boys and




Calloway 15 9 5 11-40
St. Mary 15 17 11 8-51
Calloway (40)—Rogers 5,
McCuiston 4, Guthrie 4,
Garland 20, Barrow 4 and
C,ohoon 3.
St. Mary (SD—Vinson 7,
Hayden 6, Morris 4, Hobbs 1,















Watch -The Animals Nobody Loved" tonight on Public Television and decide
for yourself i(the coyote, the wild mustang. and the rattlesnake are the 
vi timl 
\
or varmintc of the changing West. Join series host E.G. Marshall. Tonig_ht. : '
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Ford's Proposals For Elderly
Face Close Scrutiny In Congress
.. WASHINGTON (AP) -
President Ford's proposals for
a Social Security payroll tax
hike and Medicare changes
face close scrutiny in
Congress where top
.:.-Democrats back other ideas
or want to see the fine print on
.t. Ford's plan.
F "I don't look for much
cr change ( in existing law) by
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Speaker Carl Albert replied
when asked about chances for
enactment of the recom-
mendations that Ford for-
mally proposed Monday.
Rep. James A. Burke, 13-
Mass., chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee's panel
on Social Security, said taxes
should be cut in the payroll
area, rather than raised as
Ford suggests.
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Burke's plan, in turn op-
posed by the Ford ad-
ministration, would involve
using the Treasury's general
tax revenue to pick up one-
third of the financial burden of
Social Security. That would
turn what presently is a half-
and-half tax on workers and
their employers into a three-
way split by adding the
government as a financial
helper.
The President's proposal to
extend Medicare coverage for
catastrophic illnesses was
crticized Monday by Nelson H.
Cruikshank, head of the
National Council of Senior
Citizens.
He said health insurance
should "protect the great
majority of the covered
population against the most
common risk - not just the
exceptional case." He cited a
cartoon depicting a man
reading a health insurance
policy and telling his wife,
"Look, honey, we get $50,000 if
we are run over by a herd of
elephants on Fifth Avenue."
Ford's plan, first announced
in his State of the Union
address last month, was sent
to Congress on Monday. The
proposals came just in ad-
vance of the nation's first two
primaries in New Hampshire
and Florida, both states with a
high population of retired
people.
The Ford plan would in-
crease Social Security payroll
taxes by three-tenths of 1 per
cent for employes and em-
IT'S NOT PLEASANT <Al
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ployers, raising the tax from
the current 5.85 per cent to 6.15
per cent in 1977.
The extra cost to a worker
would range from $15 a year
for those earning $5,000 to a
maximum of $49. The total
taxes paid in 1977 would range
from $307 to $1,014 for those
taxpayers. Under present law,
the maximum is ;895 for 1976
and $965 in 1977.
Ford said the Social
Security tax increases would
not cost any worker more than
$1 a week and would "insure
the financial integrity" of the,
system.
On Medicare, Ford would
provide Medicare
beneficiaries with coverage
for unlimited stays of hospital
and skilled nursing facility
care. But the majority of
beneficiaries would be
required to pay up to $500 a
year for hospital and nursing
services and $250 a year for
doctor and medical services.
And to help with medical
costs in catastrophic illnesses,
Ford asked Congress to limit
Increases in Medicare
payment rates in 1977 and 1978
to 7 per cent a day for
hospitals and 4 per cent for
physician services.
Ford said steps "are needed
to slow down the inflation of
health costs and to help in the
financing of this catastrophic
protection."
The program also would be
financed by larger con-
tributions from Medicare
patients.
WHEN I 6ET MARRIED AND
HAVE CHILDREN, I HOPE
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SO AFTER 'TWO WEEKS
WE DEC IDED JUST 'rip
GIVE IT
.20
/7' AO'S 7V 14DVER77SE...ADVER77SE RE "'PAS.
AMINIMIWIF
1 L,. • S
AS OF 10 February, 1976,
I the undersigned will no
longer be responsible for





























When yoto mid sopplies,
ispopmeat Sr service cell us.
Ogee* is what ire loom
best. We bars doom Clealbert
sad other cleating ittpiptwoot
for root, or if yew prefer we






5 Lost And Found
LOST TWO Beagles, 1
male, 1 female. Large
size beagles. White and
spotted, kind of
brownish black, lost in
vicinity of Ledbetter
Creek Bottom. The
phone number on their
collars is wrong. My










needed due to ex-
pansion. Permanent
emploY-Ment, send






Center, 7th and Maple.
IF YOU HAVE successful
sales experience,
married, and want to
earn $3004500 per week,
plus auto expense,
contact us today. We
have an evellent op-
portunity to the right







starter to work from
their home evenings and
Saturday., Ap-
proximately 25 hours
week. $150 with ease.
Call Mr. Williams 1-247-




Pcasewayvine eawneufTv otaLrerricePwitisuat musimurray-be
aft, apsaasaae, "sof with
nines awl awing plias. 3-4
hours per day, Ito 4 days par
trait. Great for housewife.


































You must have a
successful work or self
employment history.
Sales background op-














P. 0. Box 30310
Memphis, Tenn. 38130
An equal opportunity err
F40Yer
8 Stmage Buildinws
BUY THE best for less.







'753-0984. Our prices will









Looking for best offer.
Crazy Horse Billiards.
Call Jim Biggs after 5 p
m., (502) 826-5622.







Post Office. Call 753-
3263.
14 A, ' I B











polished brass. All sizes
$88.811. Wallin Hard-
ware. Paris, Tennessee.




Can be seen at 319 lrvan
or call 753-4690.
FIREWOOD for sale, $15
rick. Call 489-2307.
SPECIAL SS" chain link
fence with Si" 0. D. top
rail 1%" 0. D. line post
and tie wires, $1-39 cents
per ft. Limited to
material in stock. Also
farm gates and bull
gates. Sizes 12%16'. For
all your fencing needs
call 444-6865 A. A. A.
Fence Co.
REFRIGERATOR,
dining room suite. Baby
porta-crib, and
miscellaneous items.
30 South 6th Street. Call
753-3593.
TWO LARGE AFGHANS,
1 new quilt. Call 753-
5119.
FROM WALL to wall, no




Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift shop".
METAL TOOL box, for
pickup truck. Call 753-
4066 after 5 p.m.
FURNITURE AND
appliance sale. Leaving
town, must sell. Come
any day after 3 p.m.,
1515 Clayshire. Call 753-
2380.
FOR SALE 9 ft. living
room and 6 ft. dining








MILLIONS OF rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
finest. Rent electric




12, short ladies wig,
floor model 25" T.V. Call
after 4, 753-6933.
CHAINS FOR YOUR
chain saws. Your choice
Vr" or %" pitch, enough
for 12" bar, $8.95; 16"





















and Service, 500 Maple





sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectarnatic fariti
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560
CRAWLER LOADER,
1970 International with 4






Call 354-6392 or 753-8560
TWO pow John Deere
corn drill. Drill 75 acres.
Call 753-3477.
19 Fain; i
1972 870 CASE 4, 16"
plows, 12 ft. wheel disc.
$9,800. Jap Hay - 85 cents
bale or jap round, 15.00
bale. Phone 435-4429
after 5:30.
ONE DIESEL 1200 David
Brown Tractor. One
diesel Allis Chalmers
tractor. One 10 foin Ford
portable disc. Call 901-
762-5958.





20 S:iork E q
17' ALUMINUM CANOE






dition. See B. B. Dill at






for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
2 i
100 South 13 Street
Flies. Pooches,




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box springs
- recover, like new.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, phone 1-
443-7323.
FOR SALE 1973 12 x 85
Fortune all electric/
mobile home. Fully
carpeted, bath and half,
3 bedroom. Also 16 ft.
aluminum Runabout
with 65 h.p. Evinrude
motor. Call 753-6813
after 5.




shotgun, 2 barrels, full
and skeet. Call 4924746.
MOVWQ OW SW!
Would dispoos sleet
Will Paper sad Heir





TWO STORY oak log
barn. Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-0670.
TWO CB WALK IE •




for pair. Call 753-0082.
GENERAL Electric
stereo AM-FM, 6 track
player, turntable, and
two speakers 6125.00.
Dinette Set with 4 chairs
$50.00. Three cushion


































































































































any size for m-
eth or campers.




ss or box springs
tver, like new.
KY. MATTRESS,
oth 3rd, phone 1-
3.
LLE 1973 12 x 65
le all electric'
e home. Fully
ed, bath and half,









an, 2 barrels, full
keet. Call 492.4746.
wing Ow Slott!
s.,  dispose of ere
Pew sod Flow















ao AM-FM, 8 track
er, turntable, and
speakers smoo.
rtte Set with 4 chairs
Three cushion
RI, makes large but
10. Phone 753-9757.
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27. Mobile Hume Sales
1973 12 x 79 GUERDON
bath and 1/2, air con-
ditioned. Underpinned.
Call 7534045 after 6 p.m.
THE WINDY season is
here. We should anchor
mobile homes with tie
downs. Also your roof
needs aluminum roof
coating. We have new
mobile home doors at
good prices 1-8' wide one
bedroom mobile home.




Hale Lock Shop, 753-
5980.
MOBILE HOME Atlantic
12 x 60, three bedrooms,
washer, dryer, central




WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442,1918 or 443-8226.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM
MOBILE home central
heat and air. All elec-
tric, fully carpeted,
























Call 753-3263 or 753-60'79.
32. Apartments For Rent
NICE FULLY furnished
one bedroom apart-
ments. $90.00 month plus







2. Apartments For Rent
For Rent
Nice furnished apart-
ments for 2, 3, 4 or 5
college girls. Close to
campus. Phone 753-5165




for 8 college girls or
boys. Each have private
quarters. Phone 753-
51165 days or 753-5108
after 6 p. m.
MURRAY MANOR





















as low as $15.00. Phone




North to 783 South which





weeks old. Call 1-345-
501 after noon.













and six chairs, avon
bottles. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.





Located at 521 N. 18th
Murray, Ky.
This property consist of concrete block building
approximately 50' x 118' located on a 90' x 724'








sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
Our time is your time.
Give us a call or drop by
the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7124, 
90 ACRES located two
miles west of Kirksey on
the Tucker-Garland
Road. Property includes




barn, new deep drilled
well, TV antenna and
fencing. Farm is ready
for occupancy now. John
C. Neubauer Real
Estate, 505 Main Street,




Realty, 711 Main. There
is a demand for quality
homes now, so list your
home before Spring. We
have qualified buyers





































6 Shoes For Every Aellvtty lloSer The Sun"
16sre's a recently deceretsd
Odor brick hem se two
ewes which *dela tires
bedrooms, 1V2 belts, dime
rem, kitchen with sew
bent-ins, family room.
Sesemeiri inefedes
mid herr row for roc ere@
or hobbies. AI for $311,9110.
Three bedroom brisk
locoed es isseriod lot west
of *arm • doe with
&spine, living roes with
ivies was - carpeted
ihrwogbeet - epewsliemetely
2 acres iechmks powd...lew
Ws.
3111 woes • @perils:Wet* 21
Alibis • Make offw.






located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
AUCTION! This 5
bedroom, 2 bath, Stucco
home will be offered at
Auction Saturday, Feb.
14,1976, at 2:00p.m. The
property, located at 1601
Farmer Ave., may be
inspected at 1:15 p.m. on
day of sale. Terms: 10
per cent down, balance
at delivery of deed.
Wilson Realty & Auction
across from post office.
Phone 753-3263 anytime.







lot. Walking distance to
down town. Only $16,900.
This one won't last long.
Call Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 753-8060 105 N.
12th.
89,751.00 WILL BUY this
nice redecorated
aluminum siding home




today and own this home
for less than rent,
MOFFITT REALTY
CO., 206 South 12th, 753-
11/2 ACRES ap-
proximately 5 miles
East of Murray. 300 ft.
road frontage. Two out
buildings and septic
tank. Suitable for mobile
home. $2,500. Call 753-
4396 after 5 p.m.
FOUR LOTS WMI well
and septic tank *system.
Will sell double wide
trailer with electric heat







46 Homes Fct Sale
HOUSE AND LOT by
owner 2 bedroom, older
home. Large garden
spot, good location,
reduced price. Call 247-
4854 Mayfield, Ky.
THREE BEDROOM all
electric brick home. 31/2
years old. Elm Grove
Subidivison, off High-
way 94 East. Irvin Cobb
Road. $27,500. Call 753-
0840.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick, large rooms,
stone fireplace in living
room, beautifully land-
scaped extra lot. Call
7534468
PLEASING, OLDER and
convenient, great for big
family or renters help to
pay owner. Call 753-2562.
FIVE ROOM HOME 1/2
acres, largegarden fruit
trees. Three car garage,
new storm cellar.
Farmington area, call 1-
345-2172.
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2
car carport, 10 x 60 patio
with gas grill. Also brick
utility building with 2






heat and air, double
carport. 11/2 baths.
Fenced yard, near high
school. Call 753-2277,
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm




rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady lot.
$26,500, 401 N. 10th St. 753-
0690
MOVING MUST sell, 3
bedroom brick, 200 x 105
corner lot. Unique
sunken den and rock
fireplace. Excellent
neighborhood. $31,800.
Call 753-8850 days, 753-
3085 evenings or
weekends.
1975 HONDA CB 360 T.
Call 75341019.
s8 Automotive Service
FOUR 4 WHEEL drive
tires and wheels.
Wheels-15", tires-Hr.




ROCKET mags to fit
Ford or Chrysler
prodtict with real good
G60-14 white letter tires
$80.00. Phone 1-354-6691.
TRUCKLOAD TIRE Sale.
4 ply polyester. White
wall your choice A711x13,
C78x13 or E78x14 one
low price $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE tax. Your
choice G78x14", 15" or
1178x15" one low price





plus $2.67 FE tax. Your
choice GR78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price
$34.30 plus $3.17 FE tax.
Wide ones 4 ply
premium nylon with
white raised letters,
your choice G70x14" or
G60x14" one low price
$25.95 plus $2.97 FE tax.
Truck tires highway
tread 6 ply 700x1'5"
premium grades $22.54
plus $2.80 FE tax.
750x16" 8 ply premium
grade $29.15 plus $3.59.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
TN.
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1970 VW VAN, 59,000
miles. $1,495. Call 753-
9710.
1973 PINTO automatic,
air, shag carpet, best
offer buys. Call 753-9523.
1967 GTO body. Good
condition. Come see at




NEW 1975 2 ton Chevrolet
truck. Two speed rear








1963 Custom Ford van.
New paint, mags,
paneling and carpet
Sharp. $850 00. Call 753-
4396 after 5 p.m.
1974 MUSTANG H (This.
26,646 actual miles.
Automatic, power, air,






wagon, factory air, GT
equipment Extra
sharp. 62,195. Call 753-
2424 8 a.m. In 5 753-
5747 nigb lit and
weekends
NI'
9 Lked Cd r N Truth.
1965 LE MANS excellent
running condition.
Power brakes, power
steering, air, new tires,
muffler. $275.00 or best
offer. Call 753-8019.
1972 LTD FORD, 4 door.
Red interior and ex-
terior, black vinyl roof.





l974 COUGAR XR 7 AM-
FM stereo, tape, power
steering and brakes.
23,000 miles. Must sell.
Call 753-2411 ask for
Jerry.
1974 CAMARO Z28 Type
LT. Air, power steering




$3850. 354-6465 after 5 p.
m. weekdays, anytime
weekends.
GIVE YOUR CAR THE
protection and shine it
needs to make it last you
thousands of miles
more. Call C & D
Garage, 753-2550. See




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
1974 PINTO Station
wagon, one owner, low
mileage. Like new. Call
7534564.
1966 NOVA AND 1972











Call 753-4124, South 4th










vinyl roof. $20.00, free
pickup and delivery.





vicinity of 121 South and
94 South to New Con-
cord. Gravel, white rock
and top soil delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,




efficient service. No job




of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.













struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7096.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds.


























Any size gravel or
smooth surface
roofing by Johns Man-













753-3897 or call Keith
Hayes Sales
Representative, 489-2188




year old female long
hair Terrier type dog.
Very affectionate with
children. Would make a
wonderful pet. Call 436-
5395. Prefer home in the
country.
NOTICE
Bids are being taken for mowing Elm Grove
Cemetery. Equipment must be furnished
and bids made on a per mowing basis. Mail
bids by February 28 to Box 140-K, Route 3,
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The funeral for R. H.
Hurlie ) Ramsey will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church with Rev.
Julian Warren and Rev. John
Bradley officiating.
Burial will be in the Brooks
Chapel Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call.
Mr. Ramsey, age 73, died
Sunday at 5:30 p.m. at his
home at Route Two, Bloom-
field, Mo. He resided in
Calloway County until five
years ago.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Mina Vick
Ramsey, home address; one
son, Wallace Ramsey, and two
grandchildren, Robert and
Melissa Ramsey, Baldwin,
Mo.; brother, John C. Rarn-
sey, and half brother, Robert
Burkeen, Dexter Route One.
Funeral Wednesday
For Mrs. Wicker
Funeral services for Mrs.
Homer (Mary Darnell)
Wicker of 1110 Poplar Street,
Murray, will be held Wed-
nesday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Jerrell White officiating and
Rev. Ron Hampton providing
the music..
Pallbearers will be Lowry
Parker, John Clendenon,
Lowell King, George Outland,
Hardy Outland, and J. L.
Barnett. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Wicker, age 71, died
Monday at 12:55 a. m. at the
Cardiac Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her death followed
that of her husband, Homer
Wicker, on January 5 of this
year. Born March 4, 1904, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late William
Charlie Darnell and Hoene
Hutches! Darnell.
Survivors are three
daughters, Mrs. Ted Wilson,
Mrs. Leroy Barnett, and Mrs.
Glen Johnston, all of Murray,
one sister, Mies Mavis Darnell





"The Student As Consumer"
will be the topic discussed at
the luncheon at the United
Campus Ministry, 202 North
15th Street, on Wednesday at
noon.
Neva Gray Allbritten of the
Bank of Murray and Bailey
Hendricks of Tucker Real
Estate will be the featured
panelists. This will be the
fourth luncheon in a series
dealing with the issue of
Consumerism.
The luncheons are held each
Wedensday with the cost being
$1.25. The public is invited to





SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Weaving a chilling saga of
fear and degradation,
Patricia Hearst says her
Symbionese Liberation Army
kidnapers forced her to em-
brace violent revolution and
enslaved her mind with the
belief she would never escape
the terrorist underground.
Fighting back tears, Miss
Hearst finally told her story to
the world Monday in
testimony at her bank robbery
trial. It was a bizarre account
of weeks in darkness, sexual
assault, months of living with
the recurring threat of death
and a night of watching some
of her most vicious tormentors
die inflames.
Testifying with the jury
absent, she said she took part
in the robbery only out of fear
of death and said she never
surrendered because
remaining SLA members,
threatened to stalk her for the.
rest of her life if she did. She
was captured last Sept. it.
With a whispy voice that
was barely audible at times,
the pale newspaper heiress
said flight was futile as two
surviving SLA members
continued to carry on the
legacy of those who died — to
imprison her forever in a
mental dungeon.
"Where could I go?" she
asked several times, saying
the SLA convinced her that
she had been abandoned by
her family and that the FBI
wanted her dead
Miss Hearst renounced all
her taped communiques from
the SLA as products of
coercion, disclaimed her
celebrated love for slain SLA
member Willie Wolfe as a
farce and said she was forced
to help rob a bank and later
tell a teen-ager that she acted
freely.
"They told me I would be
killed," was her simple, direct
explanation of many of her
actions. She said she was
threatened with death
"hundreds of times."
Miss Hearst, 21, took the
stand at a special hearing at
her bank robbery trial as the
defense sought to suppress all
evidence of her movements
after the April 15, 1974, bank
robbery.
The teen-ager to whom the
defendant allegedly con-
fessed, Thomas Dean Mat-
thews, was scheduled to be the
first witness for the
prosecution today in its at-
tempt to convince U.S.
Distrirt Court Judge Oliver J.
Carter to let the jury hear a
tape of Miss Hearst and young
Matthews' testimony.
Under questioning from
chief defense attorney F. Lee
Bailey, Miss Hearst said SLA
members William and Emily
Harris, now awaiting trial in
Los Angeles, kept up the
barrage of intimidation after
six SLA members were killed
in a fiery shootout with Los
Angeles police on May 17,
1974.
She admitted under cross-
examination by U.S. Atty.
James L Browning that she
sprayed a sporting goods store
with gunfire a day earlier to
allow the Harrises to flee a
bungled shoplifting attempt.
She called it a reflex action
from repeated SLA indoc-
trination on how she should
act in a given situation.
Asked by Browning if she
Dr. Chiles To Join Faculty Of
Clear Creek Baptist School
Dr. H. C. Chiles, veteran
Kentucky pastor and writer,
will join the faculty of the
Clear Creek BaptLst School,
Pineville, March 2, as a guest
professor of New Testament.
A Pendleton County,
Kentucky native, Dr. ()Alm is
a graudate of Georgetown
College and Southern Baptist
Forrest Priddy, a resident
of Linnwood Court, was
named one of the top salesmen
of Mead Containers in 1975 and
will join Dyna-MMO, Mead's
sales recognition program.
Priddy has been with the
sales staff of Mead's Memphis
plant for eight years. As a
member of Dyna-MMO, he
will receive a vacation of his
choice and will be honored at a
dinner on February 16 in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Priddy is a member of the
Murray Rotary Club,
Chamber of Commerce, and
the Four River's Boy Scout
Council for Calloway County.
He has a B. S. in Marketing
from Memphis State
University. Forrest and -his
wife, Barbara, have two sons,
Chris and Brent
BASS CLUB
The Murray Bass Club will
hold its regular monthly
meeting on Wederisday,
February 11, at 6:90 p. m. at
the Holiday Inn
Dr. IL C. Chiles
Theological Seminary,
Louisville. He has a doctors
degree from Union College
and Georgetown College, both
hi Kentucky.
Dr. Chiles was pastor of the
First Baptist Church, Bar-
bourville, for 15 years, leaving
in 1948 to become pastor of the
Murray Kentucky First
Baptist Church. When he
retired in 1970 the Murray
congregation elected him
pastor emeritus.
Active in Southern Baptist
Convention life, Dr. Chiles
served two three-year terms
on the national convention's
executive committee and he
has held numerous positions in
the Kentucky Baptist Con-
vention. He served two five-
year terms as a trustee of the
Golden Gate Theological
Seminary in California.
Dr. Chiles is author of a
Sunday School lesson com-
mentary which has appeared
in the Western Recorder, the
Kentucky Baptist newspaper,
for 27 years. Various
newspapers in the state also
publish the written comments.
The Clear Creek Baptist
School is a theological school
for adults owned and operated
by the Kentucky Baptist
Convention.
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had felt good about aiding the
Harrises with her gunfire, she
replied, "It did not give me
any feeling, it happened so
quick, I did it without even
thinking."
She said the Harrises ordered
her to tell Matthews that she
willingly joined the SLA and
freely participated in the bank
robbery. If she failed to follow
their instructions, she said.
"they told me I would be
killed."
Miss Hearst spent four
hours on the stand Monday
and quietly implicated nearly
a dozen persons in her un-
derground odyssey, some
dead, most still alive.
She said the April 24, 1974,
taped communique in which
she boasted of her role in the
bank robbery was written by
SLA member Angela Atwood
During cross-examination.
Browning handed her the
brown-barreled, sawed-off M1
carbine she had wielded in the
bank and asked if it was her
weapon. She said it was,
holding it with both hands and
basing her identification on
"the stock and the bolt."
Cancer Clinic Will
Be February 23 At
The Health Center
A "Cervical Cancer
Screening Clinic" will be held
at the Calloway County Health
Department on Monday,
February V, at one p. m.
Persons desiring an ap-
pointment for the "Pap
Smear" test are asked to call
the Health Department, phone
753-3381, according to R. L.
Cooper, administrator of the
department.
The Health Department is
closed today (Tuesday) while
the staff is attending the
Regional Health Conference
at Owensboro.
_ Trooper.  
Injured
In Wreck
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
City firefighters probably will
try to talk further with of-
ficials denying them a written
contract before considering a
walkout, a union official has
indicated.
The firefighters, members
of Local 168, International
Association of Firefighters,
remained on the job Monday
night, though they had
threatened to strike if they
hadn't received a written
contract by 4 p.m.
Gladman Humbles,
president of the local, said the
contract was neither
"received nor promised."
Humbles had notified Mayor
William Murphy earlier that
the firefighters "could not
guarantee" fire protection
unless the conract was
received.
But he said they were not
likely to take "drastic action"
without further talks.
The city is offering the
firefighters a 7 per cent raise
from Jan. 1 to July 1 and
another 8 per cent raise for the
1976-77 fiscal year, but the
mayor has asked the local to
accept a "letter of intentions"
outlining the economic
package instead of a written
contract.
The firefighters have not
objected to the raise or fringe
anefit3, but thimbles in a
"letter - of intentions"
proposal. The city contends
that a written agreement with
the firefighters local is op-
tional, but Humbles said in his
letter that "nothing has
changed as far as ovr position
Is concerned."
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A Kentucky State Police
trooper remained in critical
condition today from injuries
suffered Monday when his
cruiser went out of control
while pursuing a stolen car.
Trooper Nolan Ray Benton
II, 24, of Lexington, suffered
head and other injuries from
the wreck. He was
hospitalized in the intensive






youths gave themselves up at
a roadblock in Woodford
County near Midway, about
halfway between Lexington
and Frankfort. They were
charged with resisting arrest
and held in Woodford County
Jail in Versailles.
The car was stolen at 6 a.m.
in Florence and was later
spotted on Interstate 75 where
the trooper gave chase.
Tax Indictments
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) —
A federal grand jury in
Louisville has indicted a
Webster County man and a
Graves County woman on tax
evasion charges.
Marion M. Schnapf, 55, of
Slaughters, was charged
Monday with five counts of tax
evasion.
Georgia Belle Tucker, 42, of
Wingo, was charged with tax
evasion and failure to file an
income tax return
Farm Markets
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FRANKFORT, Ky: (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll announced today that a
legislative program will be introduced
soon in the General Assembly to
provide tax relief for thousands of low-
income Kentuckians.
Carroll said his tax reform measures
will cost the state about $2.1 million a
year in general fund revenues.
"I will ask the General Assembly to
change the standard deduction in
computing an individual's income tax
to a flat allowance of $500," Carroll
said. "This will replace the current
standard deduction of 10 per cent of the
adjusted gross income, with a
maximum of $500."
The result, he said, will be that some
150,000 low-income Kentuckians "will
be eliminated from the tax rolls, saving
them about $1.2 million in state income
taxes that they are now paying.
"It also means increases in the in-
come level at which tax liability starts,
both for single persons and for married
couples," he said.
The governor said he also will
recommend an additional tax credit of
$20 for Kentuckians 65 and older,"
taking the total tax credit for senior
Kentuckians to $60 annually."
The result of that, he said, will be that
many senior citizens will no longer
have to file income tax returns,
resulting in a savings to them of some
$900,000 annually.
Carroll said another part of his tax
reform package would amend the
inheritance tax law to increase the
exemption for a surviving spouse to
$20,000. Under current law, the sur-
viving widow receives a $10,000
exemption and a surviving husband
gets $5,000.
"This will reduce the inheritance tax
burden for surviving spouses by ap-
proximately $2.1 million each year," he
said at a news conference.
Carroll said he also will propose that
charitable, educational and religious
institutions will be exempted from the
Kentucky sales tax on natural gas and
utility bills.
"I'm going further, actually, by
recommending that these institutions
be exempt from the sales and usage tax
on all purchases and they will be
required to pay the tax on receipts from
sales they make except for food in
school cafeterias," Carroll said.
Another recommendation, he said,
would be to exempt state agencies from
the sales tax on purchases. Also
exempted from that tax would be all
purchases made by units of local
governments.
Carroll said he will reconunend a
step which, he said, would encourage
the use of returnable and reusable
containers of beverages and other
goods.
"I'm asking the General Assembly to
approve the exempt from the sales tax,
bottlers and other manufacturers who
utilize bottles and other containers
which can be returned for reuse," he
said.
"This is a step which will have in-
valuable positive effects on our en-
vironment," he added.
The last proposal mentioned by
Carroll would exempt from tax the first
$500 of sales made by persons and non-
profit groups who conduct yard and
garage sales.
Carroll said the tax proposals he
outlined were not his total tax reform
package and that he was still working
on a proposal "to devise a severace tax
package ( on coal) that would be
benefical" to all Kentuckians.
Official Death Toll In Quake ,
In Guatemala City Tops 17,000
GUATEMALA CITY, Guatemala
( AP ) — More than a sixth of
Guatemala's population was reported
homeless today as the official death toll
from the earthquake last week topped
17,000.
President Kjell Eugenio Laugerud
told diplomats that the count of
casualties in last Wednesday's ear-
thquake had risen to 17,032 dead, 54,825
injured, 221,994 homes destroyed and
1,034,441 of the nation's 6 million people
homeless.
It was the worst recorded disaster in
Central American history. A
catastrophe of the same magnitude in
the United States, where the population,
is 34 times as large, would result in
more than 575,000 dead, nearly 1,865,000
injured and 35 million homeless.
Relief supplies from many nations
flowed into Guatemala City and on into
the stricken countryside.
There were complaints from many
localities but "distribution of relief
supplies is far better coordinated than
in any other recent disaster I can
recall," said Brian Moss of the U.S.
Foreign Disaster Relief Office.
Col. Guillermo Echeveria of the
national relief committee, said 100
armed troops were sent into four
villages Monday to control food
distribution.
"There have been disturbances but
nothing serious," he said, denying
reports that a helicopter crew was
attacked and all the craft's cargo of
food stolen at San Andres Itzapa, 50
miles north of Guatemala City.
Laugerud met with the diplomatic
corps to discuss additional aid.
Moss said U.S. government aid so far
totaled more than $1.5 million and could
reach $5 million. By 4 p.m. Monday, 31
U.S. military flights delivered 500 tents,
a 15-kilowatt generator to power a 200-
bed hospital, 123,000-gallon water tanks
with pumps, 16 helicopters,
ambulances, a 100-bed field hospital,
doctors, communications equipment,
500 pints of plasma, 5,000 doses of
tetanus vaccine and large quantities of
other medicines.
Private U.S. relief agencies have
committed more than $13 million in
short-term aid, a report from
Washington said. The U.S. Embassy
said these organizations have already
delivered 47 tons of food and 11 tons of
medicine.
Authorities started a program of
mass vaccination against typhoid and
tetanus throughout the 30,000 square
miles of stricken area.
Another strong earthquake was
reported Monday afternoon in the
Pacific Ocean off Mexico. It was not felt
in the closest towns on the Mexican
coast although it gave Richter Scale
readings of 5.5 to 6.2. The big quake in
Guatemala measured 7.5.
• LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m 354.5,
no change.
Below dam 3071, down 1.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.0,
up 1.0.
Sunset 5:30, Sunrise 651.




Now Orange and Grape CRUSH
come in 10-ounce returnable bottles
in convenient 6-packs.
CRUSH is the one. . the one soft drink that just
flows with freshness cool, tingling, light and
sparkling. You'll love CRUSH with all of your
favorite foods, and so will all of your favorite friends
Fresh and bright, sparkling light Orange CRUSH
has the taste that stands alone
Grape CRUSH is groovy with a taste so fresh you
have to try it to believe it.
NOW AVAILABLE IN WESTERN KENTUCKY
Available in the following counties in Kentucky—
(Ballard. Calloway, Carlisle. Crittendon, Graves,
Livingston, Lyon. Marshall. and McCracken)
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